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ABSTRACT

Abstrac.t of the dissertation entitled Nuclear Ribom.i.cl_ill
Acid MetHbo1. l sr:i and Its Regula tj_ on in Regenera tini:i: Cutaneo112.
Tissue submitted by Leong-Ging Wong in partial fulfillment of
the requirements for the degree_of Doctor of Philosophy, June,

1971.
Total cellular RNA and the rate of protein synthesis in
wound tissue reach a ms.ximal level about 8 days after regeneration begins, and decrease gradually.·thereafter.

Metabolic

changes in the cellular nuclei may help unravel the course of
metabolic events at different

of regeneration.

sta~es

Regenerat

ing cutaneous tissue was harvested from rats at short intervals
after administrati'on 'of 5-3H-Uridine.

-Ri~A was extracted from

isolated nuclei with phenol, and fractionated on ECTEOLA columns.
After hydrolysis, the bases in each fractlon were separated on
Dom:;x 50 columns.

The G+C/A+U ratlo was calculated,

Radio-

act].vi ty was measured by liquid scintillation. ' DNA was determined by the diphenylarnine method.
by RNA hydrolysis.
detcr~ined.

RNase activity was assayed

The level of active and bound RNase was

DNA-dependent RNA polymerase was assayed using

.....

..~ , lr:,bcl ed 5-_)H·~UTP as the tracer and stripped DNA as the template •

.

Finally, the various types of nuclear histones isolated by
dilute acld extraction and acetone precipitation were measured.
An attempt to study the mechanisms of gene derepression involved
was made by cpmparlng the extent of m.ethylation, phosphorylation
and acetylation of various fractions of histones in regencra.ting

..

cutaneous tissue with those in regenerating liver.

We found

that while the amount of cytoplasmic RNA (p:M/mg DNA) remains
relatively constant, the amount and types of nuclear RNA change.
Nuclear RNA reaches a maximal level on the 8th day of regeneration, and subsequently decreases.

As wound tissue regeneration

progresses, there is a large increase in the proportion of DNAlike RNA in the nuclei.

These changes appear to parallel the

variations in the rate of protein synthesis observed.

A very

high percentage of high G+C/A+U ra~fo RNA, presumably r-RNA,, was
found in the nucleus of cells in the 5th day wound tissue,
-

····--

indicating that much differentiation'of fibroblasts from
mesenchymal cells is taking place at this stage of tissue
regeneration.

The level of DNA-dependent RNA polymerase in the

nuclei changes during tissue regel!.eration; the variations
correspond well with the changes in the relative amount of
nuclear RNA per cell.

The level of active RNase, however, bears

an inverse relation to the level of nuclear RNA.

It appears that

the variations in the level of nuclear and total RNA per cell,
and subsequently the protein synthesizing activity in regenerating cutaneous tissue are in part due to changes in the levels
of DNA-dependent RNA polymerase and active RNase in the cell.
The type of RNase involved is mainly the intracellular alkaline
RNase.

The activity of RNase in turn is regulated by the amount<

of the enzyme synthesized and the RNase-inhibiting-protein
present.

The relative proportion of the lysine- to arginine-

rich histones

in the regenerating tissue,

chan~es

...

The

mechanism~

of

~ene

derepression in regenerating cutaneous tissue appear to

be quite similar to those in regenerating liver.

In contrast

to regenerating liver, the methylation of lysine-rich histones
was readily detected in the regenerating cutaneous tissue.

.1

Evidence was also obtained to

sug~est

that during cell replica-

tion, the synthesis and accumulation of histones may precede
the synthesis of DNA.

~
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Chapter I
INTRODUCTION

Tissue regeneration is a basic and natural reparat1ve
phenomenon in mammals which takes place in

..

response to injury.

As the term tissue regeneration infers, 1t involves the
production of new cells and the deposition of tissue masses to
make up for the tissue deficit in the wound.

Hence, during a

relatively short time, there occur developmental phases of
proliferation and differentiation of cells for specialized
functions, and finally the involution of the scar tissue.

The

study of the biochemistry and mechanism of tissue regeneration,
therefore, has important implications on cell biology, as well
as great clinical significances
Although the problems of the healing of wounds have been the
subject of study by many for a. long time, most of the advances
in this area have been made during the last two decades.

Early

works on tissue regeneration dealt mainly with the description
of the physical appearance of the wounds (13, 62 1 100, 214, 215,
219, 226, 265).

These were then followed by morphological

.observations at the light microscope level (201, 281}.

More

often than not, they tended to further confuse what was an
already murky field.

Systematic biochemical studies on the

subject have been initiated only relatively recently.

The early

studies concerned mainly the identification and quantification
------~-~..-.11-------

~~·---------~
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of various substances in the connective tissue involved, often
with much emphasis on endocrinological effects (214, 226 1 265).
owing to the lack of quantitatively precise methods for measuring the rates of tissue regeneration, and the differences
between the types of wound involved, much of the usefulness of
these early works has been greatly impaired.

Nevertheless, a

fair amount of biochemical implications can be gleaned from these
empirical approaches.

In this dissertation, we will deal with

the regeneration of the open cutaneous wound only.

Chapter II
HEVI EW OF RELATED LPrERATURE

ANATOMY OF' WOUND HEALING:

Following wounding, a state of acute inflammation develops.
Within the first 12 hours an exudate of polymorphonuclcar
leukocytes, red blood cells, fibrin and macrophages occupies the
wound site.

Coincident with this outpouring of cellular and

plasma elements there is demonstrable increased capillary
permeability (49, 215, 287), and swelling and hyalinization of
collagen fibers lying within the wound (99, 226), possibly as
a consequence of "substances" released in the injured area

145).

The polymorphonuclear cell

popul~t~on

(55,

increases rapidly

during the first 24 hours, but these cells undergo fragmentation
during the next 48 hours.

Whether this fragmentation releases

chemctactic substances or not is still unclear.

The macrophage

population and activity increase between 24 and 72 hours following wounding; and fragmented cellular debris in the wound bed is
rapidly ingested

(55, 164, 215).

The appearance of fibroblasts can be demonstrated at the
periphery of the wound within 24 hours after wounding ( 66, 84-,
90).

.

Most of the recent eviqences seem to indicate that fibro-

blasts in wounds appear to be derived from cells, possibly
mesenchymal cells, located in the surrounding connective tissue

(84, 90, 219, 258).

The mitotic activity of the wound fibro-

4

blasts becomes very active at about 72 hours after wounding and
reaches a peak on the fifth day (84, 100, 281).

This rapid in-

crease in the fibroblast population between the third and fifth
days signals the end of the first phase in wound healing.

Howes,

as reviewed by others, has reported that a wound at this stage
has no tensile strength

(55, 61, 215), but is undergoing active

preparation for ultimate fibrogenesis (61}.
In addition to the cellular activity described above,
mucopolysaccharide appears in the wound within 24 hours after.
wounding, and reaches a maximum between the third and fifth days.
On the basis of histological studies, it was thought that this
mucopolysaccharide was formed by the early fibroblast population
(26, 149).

Following this rise during the first phase, the

amount of mucopolysaccharide decreases and the amount of
collagen increases as tissue regeneration progresses (61, 77,
262, 270, 286).
From approximately the fifth day to the fifteenth day, the
tensile strength of the healing tissue progressively increases
as collagen is laid down, and a significant amount of contraction
of the wound occurs (13,

55, 212, 283).

By the fifteenth to

twentieth day, the wound is almost closed, leavtng only a little
scar.

When a wound has regained normal tensile strength, the

scar is typically "hypertrophic" and ; histologically, the
collagen fibers are of intermediate diameter and organized in
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.....,._ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___,_...._,.,___..~d--,,,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __.

----------~-----------------------g-----------------------------------------

5
random fashion, and the fibroblast population is still significant (62, 226).

Subsequently, beginning some three to six months

following wounding, and continuing for a long time thereafter,
the scar tissue is gradually replaced by normal skin tissue
214, 265).

/

(55,

..

,....-::_________________
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PROTEIN METABOLISM IN REGENERATING TISSUE
Tissue regeneration involves not only the production of new
cells, but also the synthesis of relatively large amounts of
protein (61, 77, 262, 270, 286), particularly collagen (202, 203

204, 205).

Hence for the last few decades, most of the bio-

chemical work on wound healing has been devoted to the determination of the character and the metabolism of proteins by the
injured organism.
The most striking change in protein metabolism which result
from injury is that, immediately after wounding and for several
days thereafter, the animal exhibits a negative nitrogen balance

(57, 264, 265).

Analysis has shown thatthere is an increased

excretion of urea and all of the amino acids, particularly the
essential amino acids.

Williamson et al., reported that despite

the catabolism taking place following wounding, there appeared
to be a retention of sulfur containing amino acids; viz.
methionine, cystine and cysteine (265, 266, 267, 269, 271, 272,

279).

The first two amino acids were shown to be able to in-

crease the rate of wound healing and to decrease nitrogen excretion in wounded animals.

Later, it was reported that the effect

of methjonine was due to cystine, a metabolic product of
methionine, and that methionine was largely converted to cystine

(265, 266, 267, 269, 270, 271, 272, 279).

Since the predominant

protein, collagen, in the regenerating tissue contains no

~------------------,
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cystine, it was proposed that perhaps this amino acid is in some
way involved in the formation of collagen (265, 266, 267, 269,

271' 272' 279).
The type and content of protein in wound tissue change as
tissue regeneration progresses (57, 95, 264, 265, 268).

As

mentioned earlier, tissue regeneration involves the synthesis
of large amounts of protein, particularly collagen.

The story

of protein metabolism in wound healing, therefore, is essentially
one dealing with the structure, synthesis and formation of
collagen.
Collagen is an extracellular protein (63, 64).

In all known

situations in which connective tissue repair takes place, the
formation of the precursors of collagen, viz. protocollagens,
has been reported to take place in fibroblasts (29, JO, 89, 143,

180, 201, 206).

Collagen is characterized by a number of un-

usual physical-chemicRl characteristics.

It has a unique amino

acid composition in that 33% of its amino acid residues are
glycine, 11% are alanine and about 13% each of proline and of
hydroxyproline ( 64, 86, 150, 159).

It is the only protein in

.mammals containing significant amounts of hydroxylysine and
hydroxyproline (27, 45, 87, 176, 188, 201), a. fact that serves
as the basis for the determination of the amount of collagen in
tissue.

It contains neither cystine nor tryptophan residues,

and has a tyrosine content of less than one per cent (87, 135,

8

175, 176).

The basic unit in collagen fibers is tropocollagen,

which consists of three polypeptide chains, of which two are
almost identical (~1 and<!'3 ) and one is different (/:.~ in amino
acid composition (58, 92, 165, 176, 177, 178).

Each tropo-

collagen has a molecular weight of about 300,000 (64, 67, 175,
193, 201).

Each .:(-chain therefore has a molecular weight of

about 100,000.

Although collagen itself is an extracellular

protein, it has been shown unequivocally that the precursors of
collagen fibers are synthesized intracellularly as are other
proteins (23, 29, 45, 111, 140, 185, 228, 231).

Despite the

presence of hydroxyproline in the molecule, free hydroxyproline,
however, is not a precursor of collagen-bound hydroxyproline
(3, 140. 175, 185, 188, 201).

Hydroxylation of proline to

hydroxyproline takes place in the nascent polypeptide chain,
and is carried out by the enzyme proline hydroxylase, in the
presence of ascorbic acid and oxygen (27, 172, 185).

Similarly,

hydroxylation of lysine occurs only after lysine has been incorporated into the protocollagen (45, 88, 185).

It has been

demonstrated thet hydroxylation of the above amino acids is
required before the protocollagen can be extruded from the cell
(27, 45, 62, 87, 275, 201).

The protocollagens upon ex-

trusion from the cell form tropocollagen units which are then
incorporated into the collagen fibers (175, 176, 180, 281).
In cutaneous wound tissue, no collagen is detectable in the

,,.-;:==...-------·
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first two days after wounding.

A small but measurable amount of

collagen is present in the wound on the third and fourth days

(91, 97, 251).

Electron microscopic investigations indicate

that these early collagens consist of thin fibrils resembling
those first found in embryonic development (17).

Later, thicker

fibrils are found, which appear similar to the collagen fibers
in other parts of the body.

The total amount of collagen begins

to rise sharply on the fifth day, and continues until about the
eighth day.

Following that, the rate of deposition of collagen

aecreases (1, 39, 44).

The total content of collagen in the

regenerating tissue, however, continues to increase slightly
until about 15-20 days after wounding (9?, 244, 251, 281).
Guschlbauer a,nd Williamson (94) studied the change in levels of
proteins in the regenerating tissue.

They determined the

concentrations of tyrosine and hydroxyproline as a measure of
cellular proteins and of collagen, respectively.

Their results

indicated that appreciable deposition of collagen occurred only
after the wound tissue has been regenerated for seven days.

The

content of non-collagenous protein in the wound tissue did not
change significantly during the course of the experimental period
(95~

108, 280).

However, qualitative variation in the non-

collagenous protein population were noted (57, 95, 265, 268).
Using 5-3H-Proline, Williamson and coworkers, recently studied
the rate of synthesis of collagen and non-collagenous protein

10
during tissue regeneration.

They found that the rate of ·

collagen synthesis in the wound tissue increases rapidly from
around the fifth day and reaches a maximal rate at about the
eighth day.

Following that, the rate decreases gradually.

However, collagen synthesis still remains at a relatively high
rate on the twelfth day.

The rate of non-collagenous protein

synthesis follows about the same course as collagen.

However,

its actual rate is much greater than that of collagen (134, 244,
282).

/
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NUCL Ere
- ACIDS IN REGENERATING TISSUE

The molecular mechanisms regulating the metabolic activities
during the regeneration of cutaneous tissue are unknown.

Current

concepts of cell biology stress the role of nucleic acids in
directing ce1lula.r functions.

In the past, therefore, a number

of studies have been conducted by several groups on the various
aspects of nucleic acid metabolism in regenerating wound tissue.
The earliest work on nucleic acids in granulation tissue
was done on exudates from the wound ( 131,

1L~8,

274).

No de-

finite origin of the RNA in the exudate, however, could be
established (60, 215, 216, 221, 274).

Tsanev et al., in 1955,

reported that nucleotides stimulate the regeneration of wound
tissue (251).

S~bsequent

results showed that extensive break-

down of RNA occurred in granulation tissue shortly (24-48 hours)
after wounding (186, 248, 249, 250).
In 1961, Williamson et al., studied the total cellular RNA
in granulation tissue.

They found that after the initial de-

gradative period, the total cellular RNA per mg. of tissue
nitrogen increased rapidly and reached a maximal level at about
7-10 days after wounding (274).

The amount of total RNA at

the peak period was reported to be more than twice as much as
DNA in the tissue (96, 108, 274, 281, 282).

After the 8th day,

they found that the specific yield of total RNA decreased
sharply.

However, it was pointed out that this latter

..
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phenomenon may be due to the great increase in tissue nitrogen
following the first week after wounding (97, 273, 275),
Since total cellular RNA is a mixture of assorted RNA and
oligonucleotide molecules, Williamson and co-workers in 1967,
undertook to study RNA in the cell nuclei, the site where RNA
synthesis takes place.

From their study on regenerating tissue

harvested on the 8th day after wounding, they reported the
isolation of a nuclear RNA fraction purported to be m-RNA,
which incorporated large amounts of labeled nucleotides very
rapidly (244, 277) 278),
The amount of DNA in granulation tissue increases
appreciably as tissue regeneration progresses.

However, the

rate of formation of DNA is most rapid during the first 4-5
days after wounding, and decreases considerably thereafter (274,
276).

Williamson et al., reported that DNA is deposited to a

considerable extent before any appreciable amount of collagen
accumulation begins ( 27L~, 276, 281, 282).

Since collagen is

synthesized predominantly (if not entirely) by fibroblasts,
the above observations indicate that the population of fibroblast in wound tissue increases sharply during tissue regeneration, and that the most rapid rate of replication of fibroblasts
occurs at about 4-5 days after wounding.

Since the amount of

collagen deposited has been used as an index for measuring
tissue regeneration, the above findings also explain why there

~--------13
seems to be an accelerated rate of tissue regeneration beginning
at about

4-5 days after wounding.

..
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RIBONUCLEASE AND RIBONUCLEASE-INHIBITING-PROTEIN
There are many detailed reviews dealing with ribonuclease
(21, 53, 112, 184).

As pointed out by Barnard (21), currently,

several types of ribonuclease from a host of living organisms
have been identified and extensively studied.

Roughly, they

fall into two groups; viz. phosphotransferases and phosphodiesterases.

The phosphotransferases, as for instance, bovine

pancreatic RNase (EC 2.7.7.16), cleave the RNA molecule, yielding 3'-nucleotides; the phosphodiesterases, e.g., snake venom
RNase, yield only-5'-nucleotides as the products (21, 70, 133).
For our discussion in this dissertation, we refer to ribonuclease to mean only an enzyme specific_for RNA.
There are several species of ribonucleases within the
aforementioned groups.

These are classified on the basis of

their pH specificty, relative thermo-stability, and interaction
with their inhibitors especially RNase-inhibiting-protein (21,

83, 184, 223, 253).

Of these species of RNase, the bovine

pancreatic RNa.se is the best known and most extensively studied.
This RNase molecule contains 124 amino acid residues in a single
polypeptide chain.

It has a molecular weight of around 14,ooo.

~-

The primary structure of RNase has been worked out (116, 195,

217, 230).

The RNase molecule contains four. intrachain disulfid

bridges; viz. between cysteinyl residues 26 and 84, 40 and 95,
58 and 110, 59 and 72 (116, 230, 285).

Reduction of the.se
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dtsulfide bounds, in the presence of 8 M urea, results in total
ioss of activity as well as changes in the physical and chemical
properties of the enzyme (21, 22, 48, 158, 195).

The enzyme

remains inactive ev.en after removal of the urea.

Reoxidation in

air at neutral pH, however, reforms the original disulfide bounds.
resulting in essentially complete regeneration of enzyme
activity and restoration of all the original physical and
chemical properties.
Wyckoff~£

Based on X-ray diffraction analysis,

aJ.., (285) constructed a three-dimensional model of

the RNase molecule.

They found that the molecule has an

oC-helicity of 15%, and that the active site of the enzyme is
at the vicinity of histidine residues 12 _and 119 which are near
each other (78, 284, 285).

In mammalian tissue cells, in plants

and in some bacteria, the RNase can exist as either active
enzyme, or as an inactive latent form conjugated with RNaseinhibiting-protein (83, 139, 227, 229, 253, 254,

255, 256).

The RNase inhibitor was first isolated and described by
Roth in rat liver (207, 208).

It was shown

that the inhibitor

was a heat-labile, non-dialyzable substance, readily inactivated
.bY papain, perlodate, sulfhydryl reactants and protamine.
ing that the substance was a glycoprotein (209,
information has been added since then.

222~

223).

sugges~

Much

The RNase-inhibiting-

protein has been found to be active against bovine pancreatic

~------------,
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RNase and alkaline RNases of rat liver, but is inactive against
rat liver acid RNase (28, 227).

This specificity for certain

alkaline RNases is not simply due to the pH of the reaction
mixture, since the inhibitor was effective against pancreatic
RNase at the pH used for acid RNase assay; i.e., pH 5.8 (223).
Inactivation of RNase is brought about by the complexing of the
RNase-inhibiting-protein with the enzyme molecule (28, 223, 253),
Shortman et al., had shown that the RNase enzyme and the
inhibitor-protein are definitely not part of a zymogen system,
and that the complexing of the two molecules did not involve the
formation of disulfide bonds between them.

Since the protein-

aceous inhibitor behaved like a polyacid, it was therefore
. postulated that the inhibitor complexes with the RNase molecule
by electrostatic interaction with certain basic groups on the
enzyme (222, 223, 227).

Experimentally, the bound RNase

molecules can be reactivated by treating the complex with

,

Parachloromercu.ricbenzoate (PCMB) or Pb++. PC.MB or Pb++
inactivates the RNase-inhibiting-protein, hence releasing the
RNase molecule (83, 223, 253).

The presence of RNa.se-inhibiting

.protein has also been demonstrated in plants and in some
bacteria (56, 213, 256).
In vertebrate animals, there are both extracellular and
intracellular ribonucleases (21, 200, 217, 254, 256).

The

extracellular RNases are secreted by the pancreatic and the

17
salivary glands (21, 192, 200).

They have also been found in

.

other body fluids such as milk, urine, semen and serum, where
their function, if any, is unknown (10, 192).

Pancreatic RNase

is generally heat stable; the e?zyme-remains active even after
boiling in water for as long as 5 minutes.
enzyme is active at both pH 5,8 and 7,8.
optimQm of the enzyme is 7,8 (21, 48),

The pancreatic
However, the pH

The activity of pancrea-

tic RNase can be readily inhibited by RNase-inhibiting-protein
or heparin at either 5,8 or 7.8 (21, 253),

The intracellular

RNases include the acid RNase and the alkaline RNase.

The acid

RNase has a pH optimum of 5.8 1 and has been established to be
one of the lysosomal acid hydrolases (2l, _52).

It attacks RNA

molecules as the pancreatic RNase does, forming 3'-nucleotides
as the product (21, 133, 225, 240). Acid RNase does not require
++
++
Ca
or Mg
for activity (74, 187), In rat liver, the acid
RNase is inhibited by heparin, but not by the RNase-inhibitingprotein (22J).

It is heat labile; the enzyme activity is totally

abolished by boiling (21, 223).

In plants, the level of acid

RNase has been reported to increase strikingly for some hours
in response to wounding (56, 21J),

In contrast, the intracellu-

lar allcaline RNase has an optimum pH of 7. 8.

It is readily

inhibited by RNase-inhibiting-protein, but only slightly by
heparin (22J),

Intracellular alkaline RNase is found predomi-

nantly in the mitochondrial as well as the cytoplasmic super-

\

·"
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natant fractions of a tissue homogenate (223), and is heat labile

(21).
Since RNases degrade RNA molecules, the level of RNases
and RNa.se-tnhibiting-protein therefore has a direct effect
on the level of RNA in a cell.

In regenerating liver, it was

reported that the activity of serum ribonuclease decreases
after part].al hepatectomy.

This decrease in activity was found

to be due solely to an increase in the level of RNase-inhibitingprotein (253).

Similar information in granulation tissue is not

available.

/
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DNA DEPENDENT RNA POLYMERASE
RNA polymerase [systematic names Nucleosidetriphosphatea
RNA nucleotidyltransferase (DNA dependent); EC 2.7.7.6] is the
enzyme that is directly responsible for the synthesis of all
types of cellular RNA.

Under the direction of DNA, it catalyzes

the sequential assembly of four ribonucleoside triphosphates
into RNA molecules (81, 199).

The level of RNA polymerase in a

cell therefore may be of great importance to the metabolism of
nuclear RNA of the cell.
The existence of RNA polymerase was first reported by
Weiss et al., (263).

It has been found in a wide variety of

sources, and exists in all cells in whicb RNA synthesis occurs

(69, 81, 199).

Most of the studies conducted, however, were

on the bacterial system.

Of the few pieces of information

obtained from the mammalian system, it appears that the properties of these RNA polymerases are very similar to those isolated
from bacteria (16, 79, 81, 190, 199).
RNA polymerase (E. coli) is an acidic protein with an
optimal pH of 7.9.

Its functional entity is the 13 S un-

aggregated form which has a molecular weight of 3.7 x 105 (137,

182).

The 13 S form in turn is composed of several nonidentical

subunits which can be dissociated from each other by urea or
detergent.

These subunits can then be separated from each other

by phosphocellulose, polyacrylamtde gels and gel filtration,
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respectively, in the above order.

Table I shows the distribution

and the molecular weights of these subunits of RNA polymerase.

TABLE I
DISTRIBUTION
SUBUNITS

AND

OF

MOLECULAR WEIGHTS

RNA

POLYMEHASE (

OF

15ZJ

Subunit

Molecular

Subunits per

Designation

Weight

enzyme monomer

oC

(3

>

39,000

~'

q-- or

o

w

Subuntt

<J'""

2

155,000; 165~0_00

1 ea.

""""90' 000

~1

-..,,10,000

( '1)

has been reported to function as the recognition

element of the enzyme, involved mainly in initiation of RNA
synthesis; subunit W may not be an obligate constituent of
.the

enz~ne

(5, 35, 81).

RNA synthesis involves first of all the attachment of RNA
polymerase to the DNA, followed by the transcription of the DNA
as the enzyme strings along the gene to be copied, and finally,
the termination of the transcriblng process with the detachment
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of the enzyme from the DNA.

In the attachment process, RNA

polymerase demonstrates strand selectivity towards the DNA.

The

enzyme shows preference towards the pyrimidine-rich strand, thus
ensuring that at one particular segment of the double-stranded
DNA, only one of the strands will be transcribed (16, 81, 239).

The binding of the enzyme to the DNA stra.nd is very fast,
reversible, specific, sensitive to pH and salt concentration,
and does not require Mg++ ( 76, 174, 197, 220).

The binding is

specific in that it binds to a particular region, the initiation
site, on the DNA gene segment, which has been postulated to
involve a preference of the enzyme for purine nucleotide of
pyrimidine-rich strand at the single stranded regions of the
Affinity of RNA polymerase to bind

DNA ( 81, 138, 198, 239).

with different gene s 1 tes on the DNA va.ri es ( 81, 199).

Inhi bi-

tion of binding of the enzyme to the DNA can be brought about
by actinomycin D or proflavin which intercalates between the
DNA and enzyme {138, 196).

Initiation of RNA synthesis begins

with the condensation of nucleoside-5'-triphosphate to the
first, generally a purine, nucleotide.

The rate of initiation

·has been reported to be less than the binding rate.

It is

independent of the concentration of nucleoside-5'-triphosphates,
but is dependent upon temperature and the ionic strength of the
medium. (174, 197, 199).

Initiation of polymerization can be

blocked by rifamycin without inhibiting the binding of the

22
enzyme to DNA (102, 261).

In the transcription phase of RNA

synthesis, the RNA polymerase strings along the single stranded
r~gion,

from the 3' to the 5' terminal of the DNA, polymerizing

the nucleoside-triphosphates into the RNA chain as dictated by
the DNA (81, 199).

Rate of transcription by RNA polymerase can

be increased by high ionic strength and by addition of ribosomes
to the medium.

Low ionic strength and low nucleoside-triphos- ,

phate concentration will decrease the rate.

After transcription

has completed, the RNA polymerase detaches from the DNA, perhaps
by a termination signal, the nature of which is currently still
unclear ( 199).
Bannai

~

.§1.., (19), recently studied the activity of RNA

polymerase in the normal as well as in regenerating rat liver.
They reported that the level of activity of the enzyme in
regenerating rat liver was twice as high as that from normal
liver.

Addition of polycations such as histone and polylysine

reduced the level of the enzyme activity in both normal and
regenerating rat livers.

In comparison, addition of polyanions

like polyvinylsulfate in vitro increased the activity of RNA
·polymerase, perhaps

b~

stripping the histones away from the DNA,

exposing more gene sites for attachment of the enzyme.

The

increase in the activity of the enzyme, however, has been shown

11

to be due mainly to an increase in the level of RNA polymerase

I

and less likely to be due to contribution of the altered status

I

I
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of the template, or the altered template content, in the nuclei
of regenerating rat liver (18, 2.32),

Similar information

concerning the status of RNA polymerase in granulation tissue
has not been reported to-date.

/
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HISTONES AND GENE REGULATION
In higher organisms, the DNA is covered by chromosomal
proteins.

The majority of these chromosomal proteins are

histones, wh:l.ch are basic proteins containing a high proportion
of lysine and arginine and lacking tryptophan.

These histones

are synthesized in the nucleus of the cell, and can be released
from the chromatin by dilute acids or concentrated salt solution

( 9, 18, 125, 1 70, 1 79, 236, 246).

After removal of the his tones

with acid 1 the non-histone proteins can be fractionated by
alkali which extracts the acidic chromosomal proteins.

The

remaining proteins in the chromatin are called residual chromosomal proteins (59, 142, 259).

It has been shown that when

the histones are removed from the DNA, the abtlity of the DNA
to act as a priming template was increased, while adding
histones to the DNA decreased the primer activity (8, 236, 246).
Hence the current thinking about histones is that they function
as gene repressors.

Although the non-histone chromosomal

proteins may also be involved in gene regulation, very little
is known about them.
~

In this discussion, therefore, we will

·deal mainly with the histones.
Histones are basic proteins with a polycationic nature at
physiological pH.

There are basically two main groups of

histones in the nucleus, the arginine-rich and the lysine-rich
histones.

The arginine-rich histones can be selectively

"'·~·--------------------------------------------,
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ated from the chromatin by extracting with 0.1 M citric aoid,
1501
the lysine-rich histones by 0.20 N HC1 (8, 18, 125, 179. 246).
There are only two major types of arginine-rich histone, having
molecular weights of 11,000 and 20,000 (71, 155, 234, 236).
They are structurally similar from species to species and from
organ to organ (8, 25, 239, 246).

De Lange et ale, have found

that the entire sequence of calf thymus arginine-rich histones
are identical to their counterparts from pea pods (54).

The

arginine-rich histones also contain cysteinyl residues which
may be involved in forming complexes by the formation of disulfide bonds with other histones (2, 31, 238).

The rate of turn-

over of the arginine-rich histones is the same as that of DNA.
The lysine-rich histones have been reported to be composed of a
dozen or more molecular types.

Hnilica and co-workers (103, 104,

105) have compared the lysine-rich histones from several tissues
and found that there was little difference between them.

Unlike

the arginine-rich histones, the lysine-rich histones are present
in much smaller amounts during the early stages of tissue
development.

Their proportion, however, increases to the normal

. level as the tissue matures.

The rate of turnover of the lysine-

rich histones is much faster then that of DNA or the argininerich histones (46, 47, 72, 104, 157, 163).

The lysine-rich

histones have been reported to associate with regions of DNA
rich in A and T, while the arginine-rich histones generally

~-·-----------~---------------,
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prefer regions of DNA rich in G and C bases (236).

About.half

of the molecule of each lysine-rich histone is extremely polycationic as would be expected of a powerful DNA binding site,
while the other half has a composition similar to non-histone
proteins (36, 236).
currently, there are several theories of gene repression
by

histones.

One of these is the masking theory.

Proponents

of this theory argue that there are not enough types of histones
to match the large number of genes in the DNA.

Hence they

reason that histones act as gene repressors by simply and indiscriminately covering up the DNA template and thus preventing
transcription from taking place (23, 24, _236).

The obvious

incompatibility of such a theory wtth the fine degree of selectivity and specificity exhibited by the gene expression mechanism
has caused this theory to fall out of favor.

Currently, the

dominant theoTy of gene repression by histones is the sequence
or site specific theory.

According to this theory, each gene

has a different and specific repressoro

Exponents of this

theory reason that the few histones can form different complexes
.with each other or with other molecules, such as other chromosomal proteins, and in some cases, even with polynucleotides (2,
10, 238).

Hence, by permutation, a large number of gene re-

pressors can be formed to match the large number of genes in the
DNA (236).

Bekhor and others had reported that this was indeed

P·-
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case in the rat liver (12, 24).
As is obvious from the above discussion, derepression of
genes would necessarily then involve the de-coating of the
histones from the DNA.

DNA-template activity in a cell can

be varied by cytoplasmic fac.tors ( 93, 101 , 24 5) and by hormonal
influences (8, 236, 241).

Several hormones have been reported

to derepress chromatin in the sense that they stimulate the
synthesis of nuclear RNA or the production of particular
enzymes (20, 50, 125, 237), involving physiological mechanisms
which influence the strength and stability of DNA-histone
complexes.

In recent years, it has been discovered that histoneE

are subject to reactions which modify their structure after
completi.on of the polypeptide chain,
group substitutions.

The reactions involve

Of the few reported so far, they all

involved acetylation, methylation or phosphorylation (122. 125,

166, 167, 236).

In molecular terms, it has been reported that

the acetylation, methylation or the phosphorylation of a
histone results in a decrease in the net positive charge on the
basic protein.

By some yet ·unexplained mechanism, the de-coated

segment of the DNA is then exposed to transcription.

Each of

the substitution reactions has been found to take place at
specific amino acid residue(s) in the polypeptide-chain of a
histone molecule.

For instance, Allfrey et al., (8), have

reported that acetylation of thymus histone always involves only

; i
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the iysyl residue at the 16th position of f2al arginine-rich
histone, although there are eleven lysine residues in f2al
histone molecule.

By amino acid sequence studies,

L~ngan

recent-

ly reported the finding that_ derepression of genes following the

administration of insulin entails the phosphorylation of a
specific serine residue in lysine-rich (fl) histone of rat liver,
resulting in an increase in RNA

synthes~s

(125).

It has also

been reported that methylation of histones occurs mainly at the
£-amino or the guanido-group of a specific lysyl or arginyl
residue (respectively), of a particular histone molecule (9, 1.20,
156, 166, 246).

These substitution reactions were carried out

in the cell by enzymes, presumably under the influence of neurohormonal factors (18, 50, 73, 125, 236).

For acetylation of the

histone, the cell requires acetylase which transfers the acetyl
group from acetyl coenzyme A to the histone.

Langan and Smith

have partially purified a kinase which transfers the phosphate
group from ATP to serine residues of histones (120, 162, 167).
For methylation via S-adenosyl-methionine, the cell employs
methylase which reportedly had also been isolated recently by
.Langan and others (9, 126).

All these substituted groups (viz.

acetyl, methyl and phosphate) have been found to turn over much
more rapidly than histone (122).

Butler found that deacetyla-

tion of histones is temperature dependent (37).

Inone and

Fujimoto (1969) discovered that it involves an enzyme, a
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deacetylase (113).

This was followed by the recent exciting

report of a deficiency of deacetylase in Novikoff hepatoma by
Libby(129).

No information is available at this juncture to

indicate whether the removal of the substituted methyl and phosphate groups from histones are also enzymatic in nature.
In regenerating rat liver, incorporation of acetate-

14

c

into the histones occurs in the absence of appreciable amino
acid uptake, and is not inhibited by puromycin, indicating
that the acetyl groups are attached to histones after completion
of the polypeptide-chain.

In all cases, it was found that

acetyl-coenzyme A is the acetyl group donor.

The acetylation

reaction is reversible and enzymatic, with a Q10 of about 2.1
and an activation energy of 12 Kcal/mole (6, 8, 9, 80, 129, 160).
Studies with control animals showed that histone metabolism in
normal

~at

liver is characterized by high rates of acetate up/

take, followed by a rapid acetyl group turnover.

Maximum label-

ing of the arginine-rich histone was achieved within

15 minutes.

The labeled acetate content of the histones fell rapidly after
that time, with only 1/J left after 1 hour (8, 179).
The pattern of acetate up-take and release was strikingly
altered in regenerating liver, depending upon the time elapsed
after partial hepatectomy.

One hour after the operation, an

increased acetate uptake was observed.

In the period between

1-2 hours after partial hepatectomy, the histones lost only

~-!-------------------------,
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iJ.?%

of their original acetate content.

As regeneration

progresses, the turnover of acetate groups resumes (8).
Fractionation of the histones of regenerating rat liver
bY acetone shows that the highest specific activity appears in
the arginine-rich fractions.

The peak of acetylation of these

fractions occurs between 3 and 4 hours after partial hepatectomy,
and falls abruptly thereafter.

Characteristically, the acety-

1ation of arginine-rich histones in regenerating liver occurs
before the peak of RNA synthesis (246).
The acetylation of lysine-rich histones is not pronounced
in normal liver or during the early stages of liver regeneration.
At 16 hours, however, labeling .of the lysine-rich fraction is
readily detectable.

In both the arginine-rich and lysine-rich

histones acetylation occurs at the NH 2 -terminal amino acids
and./or at the (-amino groups of lysine residues, after histone
synthesis has been completed (8, 9).
In contrast to histone acetylation, which reaches a peak at

4 hours after partial hepatectomy, the most striking aspect of
histone methylation in regenerating liver is its lateness.
Tidwell et al., had shown that there was very little methylation
of histones taking place during the first 16-20 hours after the
operation (246).

The rate of methyla.tion peaks sharply about

30 hours and then declines abruptly. All the methylation was
found to occur at the £-amino group of lysine residues of

~-:------------------------.
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•

a.rginine-rich hi stones, in the form of either

~

-N-methyllysines

or L~ -N-dimethyllysines, or both. However, 1.-N-dimethyllysine
iS the predominant form of the modified amino acid residue in
the arginine-rich histones (120, 166).

·-

It appears that only

one amino acid residue per histone molecule is methylated (8,
236). The methylation of arginine-rich histones involves
enzymes which had been isolated from the nuclei of regenerating
liver (9, 120).

No lysine-rich histones were found to be methy-

lated in the regenerating rat liver (246).

So far the biologi-

cal effects of histone methylation in liver regeneration has
not been deciphered.

It has been found that the methylation

does not correlate with an increase in DNA template activity
for RNA synthesis, nor with the initiation of histone, nonhistone protein, or DNA synthesis.
~al.,

It was inferred by Tidwell

that it may correlate with the structural and functional

changes known to occur in the nucleus prior to mitosis, which

I

involve a condensation of the chromatin and a curtailment of
nucleic acid synthesis (246).

No information is available to-

date concerning the phosphorylation of histone, if indeed it
.occurs at all, in the regenerating rat liver.
Biochemical similarities as well as wide differences exist
between the metabolism of regenerating cutaneous tissue and that

i I

of regenerating liver.

No information is available to-date

about histones and gene-derepression in cutaneous wound ttssue.

.-.w---=---·~-·----------------------
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gowever, since the above described gene derepression mechanism
seems to be a universal one in higher organisms, it is thus
hoped that the above review of the gene derepression in regene-

rating liver may serve in some way as a guide to our study of
the same

probl~m

in regenerating cutaneous tissue.
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Chapter III

THE PROPOSED STUDY
Ii

The molecular mechanisms regulating cellular activities
during the regeneration of cutaneous tissue are unknown.

Present

concepts of cellular biology emphasize the role of nucleic
481
acids 1n directing cellular activities and functions. The
necessary information for metabolic processes is contained in
the nucleotide sequences of deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA).

Comple-

mentary ribonucleic acids (RNA) carry this information to the
cytoplasmic sites of protein synthesis.

In order to better

understand tissue regeneration, such as the variation in the rate
of protein synthesis observed at different stages of wound heal.1ng, we will study the metabolism of RNA in cell nuclei of
regenerating wound tissue.
The first phase of the study will involve the isolation
and identification of RNA types (groups) in the nuclei, as well
as

t~e

measurement of the amount of nuclear RNA, with particular

emphasis on each type of RNA, at those stages of tissue regeneration where dramatic changes in protein synthesis (or tissue
~·'regeneration) occurred.

At the same time, we will study the

rates of synthesis and turnover of these different types of
nuclear RNA.

In order to get a better picture of RNA metabolism

during tissue regeneration, we will also study some of the
v

factors affecting the synthesis and catabolism of RNA in granu-

~
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iation tissueo

Hence, in the second phase of our study, we will

investigate the level of ribonuclease and DNA-dependent RNA
polymerase in the wound tissue as regeneration progresses.
the third phase of our study, an attempt will be

ma~e

In

to follow

the mechanism of gene derepression in regenerating wound tissue
cell nuclei•
To study the metabolism of nuclear RNA of wound tissue at
different stages of regeneration, groups of rats will be given
standardized wounds in the scapular region, and maintained on a
protein-free diet._ To synchronize with the stages during which
great changes in the rate of protein synthesis has been observed,
the regenerating tissues will be harvested on the 5th, 8th and
12th days after wounding.

For studying the rates of incorporat-

ion and turnover of various nuclear RNA molecules, the animals
will be given 5-3H-Uridine at different time intervals before
collection

oT

the wound tissue.

For the studies on nuclear RNA, the regenerating tissue
will be homogenized in buffered sucrose solution, and the nuclei
isolated by grad.1ent centrifugation.

The d.ifferent types of RNA

will be extracted from the lysed nuclei by aqueous phenol ex-

.

'traction a.t neutral and alkaline

pH~

In the preliminary study,

absorption spectra of the RNA extracts will be checked for any
qualitative changes in the RNA population during tissue regeneration.

For further identificatlon, and hence a more accurate

i ,;
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study of any difference in RNA population during tissue regeneration, each nuclear RNA extract will be fractionated on an
ECTEOLA cellulose column.

After mild alkaline hydrolysis, the

constituent nucleotides will be separated on a Dowex cation exchange column, and the concentrations determined spectrophotometrically.
The rate of synthesis and turnover of each fraction of
nuclear RNA will be assessed by liquid scintillation counting
of the level of radioactivity in the RNA.

The amount of DNA in

each tissue sample will be determined by reaction with diphenylamine.

The relative yield of total and each type of nuclear

RNA during tissue regeneration will then be computed.
To measure the level of ribonuclease activity in the wound
tissue at different stages of regeneration, the regenerating
tissue samples harvested on the 5th, 8th and 12th.-days after
wounding will be homogenized in the cold.

After centrifugation,

aliquots of the supernatant will be assayed for ribonuclease
activity using yeast RNA as the substrate.

Following incubation

for a set time interval, the reaction of the enzyme mixture will
~·

'be stopped, and the undigested RNA substrate precipitated by the
addition of acid-ethanol.

Optical density of the digested RNA

will be a measurement of the relative level of active ribonuclease in the tissue.

To measure the amount of total {ie.

active and inactive) ribonuclease in the tissue, the supernatant

~-··------------------------.
J6
obtained after centrifugation will be treated with lead acetate,
and then assayed for the enzyme as described above.
To assess the level of DNA dependent RNA polymerase in
regenerating wound tissue, nuclei will be isolated from the
wound tissue homogenates as described above.

The amount of RNA

polymerase in the lysed nuclei will be assayed using 5-JH-uridine
triphasphate as the tracer.

To guard against any possible

variation in the template activity of wound tissue at different
stages of regeneration, aliquots of pooled liver DNA will be
used as the template for all the assayse

After incubation, the

enzyme reaction will be stopped, and the newly synthesized RNA
precipitated by the addition of acid ethanol.

Specific activity

of the synthesized RNA will be taken as a measurement of the
relative amount of RNA polymerase in the tissue.
Finally, in the third phase of our study, an attempt will
be made to follow the modes of gene de-repression involved which
resulted in the pattern(s) of RNA metabolism in regenerating
wound tissue.

To accomplish this, groups of wounded animals will
0
11
: II
be injected with (CT )-methionine, CT -c-o
or 32 Po4 , and the

3

3

"wound tissue harvested as described above, on the 5th, 8th and
12th days after wounding.

After homogenization, the lysine-rich

citric acid and the arginine-rich histones will be isolated with

histones will be extracted from the isolated nuclei with 0.1 M

dilute HCl.

The amount of histone and radioactivity in each

......._______________~~~------------.......,...,.----------------------------------------·
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extract will be measured to give an indication of the degree and
type of mechanism of gene derepression involved in the wound
tissue at different stages of regeneration.

.,.r___,_ .----------------,
.~
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Chapter IV
MATERIALS AND METHODS
In this chapter, we will describe in detail the experimental
procedures employed in the study of nuclear RNA in regenerating
tissue as outlined above.
RNA METABOLISM DURING TISSUE R,J!:GENERATION
-NUCLEA.R
Animal Specification and Care•
Virgin female rats of Sprague-Dawley strain were used in
all the experiments.

To ensure that they could survive the

trauma of wounding, only rats weighing 200
beginning of the experiment were used.

± 20

gms at the

To guard against possible

variations in metabolism arising from seasonal changes and
differences in population compositions, all of the 240 rats
involved in this series of experiments were purchased from the
same animal breeder at one time.

The rats were housed in indi-

vidual cages at one location under the same environmental conditions.

Water, and food prior to wounding, was allowed

libitum (266, 270, 272, 278).

~

At this stage, the rats were fed

regular rat chow (Taklad Incorporated, Monmouth, Illinois).
~ounding

or

Animal§.&

After a period of stabilization for 2 to J days in individual cages, the animals were anesthetized by the subcutaneous
administration of
of body weight.

25 mg. of sodium pentobarbital per kilogram
*
The
rats were then

~ept

in the cages for 20 to

39
30 minutes, until they succumbed completely to the anesthesia.
The hair in the scapular region of the rat was clipped and the
outline of a 4.0 cm. diameter disc was traced.
marked area was then excised (244, 266, 272).

The skin of the
The wound was ,,,.--

then gently blotted with cotton wetted with alcohol.
no bleeding or very little was encountered.

Generally,

By this method',

close to 100% survival of the animals was achieved.

Subsequent

to wounding, the animals were given a protein-free diet
(Nutritional Biochemicals Corporation, Cleveland, Ohio) as in
previous studies in wound healing from this laboratory (281, 282,
283).

To obtain uniform dietary intake, each rat was allowed

11 gms of food per day (264, 265, 271, 278), which was generally
completely consumed.
Harvesting Of Wound Tissues

--

To study the metabolism of nuclear RNA during tissue regeneration, experiments were conducted on the wound tissue from
three groups of 80 rats each, harvested on the 5th, 8th and 12th
day, respectively after wounding.
Prior to harvesting of the regenerating wound tissue the
wounded rats were weighed and their physical condition was noted.
The animals exhibited loss of weight, scraggy and rough fur.
To study the rate of turnover of various types of nuclear RNA,
each animal was injected subcutaneously with 118 pCi of'
5-JH-Uridine in 0.05 ! phosphate buffer at. pH 7.3.

At intervals
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of 15, 30, 45 and 60 minutes after the administration of labeled
uridine, the regenerating wound tissue from the rats, in groups
of 2 o animals at a time, were harvested.

The clotted fibrin

scab was removed, and the wound was scrubbed clean.

The rege- ........

nerating wound tissue was then carefully excised without including any underlying tissue (266, 272, 273).
excised tissue was blotted at once.

Any blood on the

The harvested wound tissue

was then immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen to prevent
degradation of the RNA.

Frozen tissue samples were stored

individually in air-tight polyethylene bags at -18°c until
extraction procedures could be carried out (265, 271).

To guard

against possible diurnal metabolic variations, the wounding of.
all animals and the harvesting of the regenerating tissue were
carried out at approximately the same time of the day, between
10.00 A.M. and 2.00 P.M.
Isolation of Nucleis
Regenerated wound tissue is composed mainly of tough connective tissues, the bulk of which are collagen fibers.

Embedded

and wrapped in this mass of fibers are a small number of cells,
the majority of which are fibroblasts.

To study the metabolism

of nuclear RNA, it is necessary, first at all, to isolate the
nuclei from the cells in the regenerating wound tissue.

Any

contamination of the nuclear sample, such as the presence of
whole cells due to incomplete isolation of the nuclei, must be
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avoided• For these reasons, the separation of the nuclei from
the cellS in the regenerating wound. tissue has been one of the
most critical steps of the experiment.

All operations up to

the end of the phenol extraction step were carried out at between

o0 -4°C

to prevent the degradation of RNA molecules.

The pooled frozen tissues from 20 rats were first weighed.
In lots of about 5 gm. each, they were then rendered brittle by
further chilling in liquid nitrogen.

The tissues were pulveriz-

ed in a steel mortar pre-chilled with dry ice, by repeated
pounding with a hammer.

This step is necessary for breaking the

tough connective collagen fibers in the tissue sample.

The

pulverized tissue was next transfered to a 16 x 150 mm pyrex,
Potter-Elvehjem homogenizer, and to it was added 8 ml. of cold
0.25 tl sucrose solution containing 0.003 M cac1 2 prepared in
0.05 M of Trishydror,y"IIlethylaminomethane (Tris) buffer at pH 7.2.
With the pestle of the homogenizer attached to a drill press,
the pulverized sample was homogenized for about 10 minutes

(266, 272, 273, 274, 2?8).
The homogenate was suspended in 40 ml. of the same cold
sucrose solution and shaken for one hour.
centrifuged at 700 g for 45 minutese

The suspension was

The supernatant, as well

as the cellular debris on top of it, was discarded.

The residue

which contained collagen fibers, nuclei and some unbroken cells
{41, 218, 266), was resuspended in

5 ml. of sucrose solution
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and further homogenized for 5

minutes~

The homogenate was

again shaken in 30 ml. of sucrose solution for 45 minutes,
followed by centrifugation at 700 g for 45 minutes.
natant was decanted.
made.

The super-

Histological smears of the residue were

~

These were then stained with hematoxylin and eosin, and

examined under a light microscope.

As was reported by Thachet

(244, 298), the residue contained intact and som.e broken nuclei,
together with large amounts of collagen fibers.

The presence

of collagen in the preparation is of no great concern, since the
method employed for the extraction of ribonucleic acid will
readily exclude it from the extracts.
tially no

cytoplasmi~_material

No whole cells and essen-

could be detected in the isolated

nuclear material.
Aqueous Phenol Extraction of'RNA1
There are many and voluminous reviews which describe the
various methods employed for the extraction of RNA from tissues
(112A, 121, 121A, 122A).

However, currently, the preferred and

most extensively used procedure is that of aqueous phenol extrac
tion, first described by Kirby, Sibatan1 and others (82, 121,
224).

Many different variations of the technic have since then

been devised, each having its own unique applicability (51, 3JA,
112A, 121A).

Basically, however, all the extraction procedures

depend on the partition of RNA between aqueous buffer and phenol
The main advantages of this approach are that it yields relative
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large amounts of undisrupted RNA molecules, and that it

seP8- r

ates RNA from DNA and protein (75, 82, 121A).
In our experiments, the isolated nuclei in the precipitates

were lysed by the addition of 2.0 ml. of 2% sodium lauryl
sulfate (244).

The detergent also inhibited any ribonuclease

present and hence facilitated the isolation of intact RNA
molecules

(JJ, 82). The ruptured nuclei were suspended in

2 o.o ml. of cold 0.05 M Tris buffer at pH 7.2. To the suspensio
was added 20.0 ml. of 88% freshly distilled phenol. After
shaking vigorously for one hour in the cold, the mixture was
centrifuged at 25,000 g for 45 minutes.

The aqueous layer at

the top was carefully siphoned off with a syringe, and the RNA
in it was precipitated by the addition of 100 ml. of 95% cold
ethanol and 3 drops of 10% NaCl solution (244, 278).

Three

more extractions were carried out on the phenolic residue with
20.0 ml. portions of Tris buffer at pH 7.2.

The aqueous phase

containing the RNA obtained from each extraction was precipitated separately in 95% ethanol spiked with 10% NaCl.

In a pre-

liminary study, the relative amount and types of nuclear RNA
isolated by successive aqueous phenol extractions was measured.
The pertinent data are presented in Table II.

Owing to the smal

amount of nuclear RNA in Extract 4 as shown in Table II, for
better and easier analytical purposes it was combined with
Extract 3.

After the l.J.th extraction, the phen~lic emulsion was

II

',II

I
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TABLE II
RELA'rIVE AMOUNT OF NUCLEAR RNA ISOLATED BY
SUCCESSIVE AQUEOUS PHENOL EXTRACTIONS

Extracts

Extraction

% yield

G+C/A+U

at pH
<

1

7.2

56.8

1.5

2

7.2

19.1

9.8

7 .,2

4.3

5.0

4

7.2

7,9

6.9

5

7.2

1.8

6

8.6

5.0

o.4

7

8.6

1.1

0.9

8

8.6

0.7

o.6

9

8,6

3.2

o.8

3

·-

-

·-.

-

- --

0.7

.

extracted with 20.0 ml.· of 0.05 tl Tris buffer at pH 8.6, in the
same manner as with the neutral buffer.
carried out at pH 8,6.

Three extractions were

Each RNA extract was again separately

precipitated with cold 95% ethanol spiked with sodium chloride~_ .. .-Again, because of the small yield, Extracts 7 and 6 were combined.

About

5%

of the total nuclear RNA remained in the phenolic

residue which could be extracted only with KOH solutions of such
high concentration that considerable degradation of the RNA
occurred (244).

Hence, no further extraction with pH higher

than 8.6 was carried out.

After standing overnight in the cold

to allow for complete precipitation, the RNA precipitate was
centrifuged at 700 g for 30 minutes.

The RNA obtained was -

resuspended in a volume of distilled water, freeze-dried and
stored in the cold.

·-----.

As shown in Table II, the RNA in each extract as isolated
by the above aqueous phenol extraction procedure appears to be
different on the basis of their G+C/A+U ratios.

Hence it was

employed as a primary fractionation step in our study of metabolism of nuclear RNA in regenerating wound tissue.
To get some indications whether there is any qualitative
change, and if so, what type of change there is, in nuclear RNA
at different atages of tissue regeneration, a preliminary study
was made by comparing the absorption spectra of the nuclear RNA
extracted from regenerating wound tissue.

Each RNA extract was
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dissolved in 0.05 tl• pH 7.2 Tris buffer.

The absorption spectrum

of each extract between 230 and 300 nm was then recorded on a
carY 15 spectrophotometer.

RNA in each extract was then

recovered by cold ethanol precipitation; followed by

centrifuga~

tion at 700 g.
By superimposing the absorpt1on spectrum of the same RNA

extract from various stages of regenerating wound tissue, a
comparative study of the nuclear RNA populations at different
stages of tissue regeneration was made.

Any gross change in the

spectrum can be taken to indicate a change in the base composition of the RNAJ hence a change in the make-up of the RNA population of the extract.

Each RNA extract in turn was analyzed by

referring to the spectra of the four pure nucleotides at pH 7.2
(Figure 1) to give some indications as to the nature of change,
if any, which occurred in the RNA in the nucleus during tissue
regeneration.
Fractionation of RNA1
There are a number of methods 'available for the fractionation of RNAJ e.g. gradient centrifugation (136, 260), and
chromatography on DEAE cellulose (168, 169, 173, 233, 242),
Sephadex (15, 107, 118, 151, 286), hydroxyapatite (82, 132,

135.A), methylated albumin (68, 114, 152, 183) or ECTEOLA cellulose columns (233, 244, 278).

Each of these procedures has its

particular adaptability as well as drawback(s).

One problem
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common to all these methods of fractionation is that they do not
necessarily result in the isolation of a pure species of RNA.
In this laboratory, use of ECTEOLA cellulose columns has been
found to give the best resolution for nuclear RNA and with
I

consistent results.

The type of RNA eluted from the ECTEOLA

column will depend to a certain extent on the concentration of
the LiCl solution used.

11

~

ECTEOLA cellulose for the column was prepared by suspending,
with gentle shaking, 4 to 5 gm. of the anion exchanger (medium
mesh,

o.4

pH 7o2•

mg/gm capacity) in JOO ml. of 0.05 M Tris buffer at
The mixture was allowed to stand for 20 minutes, and

the cloudy supernatant was discarded.

The cellulose derivative

was resuspended. in JOO ml. of the same buffer and washed a
second time.

The resultant ECTEOLA cellulose in a thick slurry

was poured into a funnel attached to a JO.O x 1.0 cm. column
with a sintered glass disc at one end.

The glass column was

then filled with Tris buffer, and the cellulose was allowed to
settle by gravity.

After 1 t was packed for J to

column was washed by running through it about
0.05 M Tris buffer.
18 cm. in height.

500

1.f.

hours, the
ml. of the

The settled ECTEOLA cellulose bed was
The flow rate through the column was regulated

to be a.bout JO ml. per hour.
Each nuclear RNA extract was dissolved in 5.0 ml. of 0.05 M
Tris buffer at pH 7.2.

I

The sample was then loaded onto the

!
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ECTEOLA column which had been connected to a 0.3 ml. capacity
flOW cell placed in the sample holder of a Cary 15 spectrophotoFractionation of the loaded RNA sample was achieved by
meter•
eluting with 0.2 1:1, o.4 Mand o~6 !:1 LiCl in 0.05 !:1 Tris puffer
at pH 7.2, and 1.0 M LiCl in 0.05 M KOH, respectively.

The whole

process of elution was continuously monitored at a wavelength
of 260 run.

Four RNA fractions were obtained from each extract

of nuclear RNA.

Further elution by higher concentrations of

LiCl and KOH did not yield any more RNA fractions.
The separated RNA fractions of each extract were collected

.

individually and precipitated in cold 95% ethanol spiked with
10% NaCl as described above.
H~drolysis

of RNA1

To determine the base composition of the RNA fractions so
that the ratios of nucleotide bases could be calculated, a
reliable method of hydrolysis of the RNA samples was required.
Various methods of hydrolysis were tried.

Yeast RNA was suspend-

ed in 6 N HCl and heated in a boiling water bath for ore hour.
The resultant hydrolysate when passed through a Dowex 50W-X4
cation exchange column and monitored at 260 nm with a Cary 15
spectrophotometer showed only one broad peak on the chart.

It

was later found that hydrolysis with 6 N HCl caused loss of·
purines (51, 211).

Hydrolysis with 1.0

! NaOH caused deamination

of some bases, especially of nucleotides of cytidylio acid, as

--

\
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well as loss of some adenylic and uridylic acid (4, 75, 12,3, 124,

1.53 t 154 ).
In the method finally adopted, the RNA precipitate was
suspended in 0.5 to 1.0 ml. of 0.1

N NaOH (75, 123, 141, 153) •.

The tube containing the suspension was sealed with parafilm and
maintained at 37°c for 18 hours, with occasional shaking.

The

hydrolysate was neutralized with HCl and flash evaporated to
dryness.

II'

The validity of this procedure of hydrolysis of RNA

1s discussed under the next heading.
Separation And UV Spectroscopy of Nucleotides of RNAa
• 'I

To identify a RNA molecular fraction, the base composition
had to be determined.

Seraidarian and Steiner (235) had made

use of the differences in absorbancy of nucleotides at various
pH values and used the absorbancy of characteristic wavelengths
to determine the approximate base compositions of mixtures (119,
247).

Reid and Pratt (191) and later, Vasllenka and

Lee~&.,

(127, 257) have used computers to resolve the spectra of nucleic
acid

hydroly~ates

into their components.

Guschlbauer et!:.!.••

(94) and Pratt et al.(181) using linear programming have claimed
that the base composition can be determined exactly, and in the
--

latter case, even without recourse to hydrolysis.
Claims have also been made by a group in China about solving the base composition problem with four simultaneous equa.tions (132).

As will be evident in the next paragraph, these

________ ____________________
.......,

~·--------------------------------.-..--~
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methods have either proved to be unreliable ?r totally erroneous.
several of these methods were tried in this laboratory.

Under

the best of conditions mixtures of pure nucleotides could be
measured with 1 or 2% error, and at worst with JO to 4o % error,

of the actual base composition of the mixture.

Even the linear

programming method which made use of a library of spectra of
different ratios of the four nucleotides has been admitted by
Pratt to be applicable only to certain special cases (181, 194).
It then turn.s out that the only reliable method is to measure
the individual nucleotides after separation from each other.
The method finally adopted to separate the nucleotides was
a modification of that developed by Katz and Comb <117).

About

5 gm. of Dowex 50W-X4 resin, (200 to 400 mesh) was suspended in
100 ml. of deionized water.

The resin was degassed and allowed

to equilibrate for 2 to 3 hours with gentle stirring.

After

decanting most of the supernatant, the slurry was poured into
a 1x12 cm. glass column.
height.

The settled resin bed was 7 cm. in

With the reservoir attached, the column was washed with

about JOO ml. of deionized H2 o. it was then treated with 200 ml •
. of 0.05 ! HCl. ~he nucleotide mixture from each hydrolyzed
fraction was dissolved in 1.0 ml. of 0.05

! HCl and loaded onto

the column which was attached to a 0.3 ml. capacity Beckman
flow cell in a Cary

15 spectrophotometer.

The column was first

eluted with 0.05 ! HCl and was continuously scanned at 260 nm.
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chart speed on the recorder was set to run at one division
per 2 minutes; the flow rate of the column was regulated to be
n~t

more than 1.0 ml. per minute.

The first 9.5 ml. of the

eluate collected contained all the uridine monophosphate loaded
on the column.

After this, all the guanosine monophosphate was

eluted and contained in the first 7.5 ml. of the H2 o effluent.
The next 25.0 ml. of the H2 o effluent contained both cytidine
monophosphate and adenosine monophosphate.
elution is shown in Fig. 2.
Cary

The pattern of

With the absorbance switch of the

15 set to read 0.10 full scale, this Dowex 50W-X4 column

was able •to resolve a sample of RNA as little as 5 to 10 pg.
This method was found to be well suited. to analyze the meager
RNA samples extracted from regenerating tissue.
Nucleic acids absorb light in the far ultra-violet region.
This property is inherent to the purine
(147, 181, 191).

~nd

pyrimidine bases

Generally, in assessing the concentration of

an RNA sample, one measures the optical density at 260 nm.
However, very often one encounters a hypochromic effect in the
presence of secondary structures of RNA (51).

The hypochromi-

. city is a function of various energy transitions a.rising from
interactions between the bases (147}, and may cause a decrease
in absorbance of up to 35%.

Upon hydrolysis, the hypochromicity

disappears due to release of restriction on electron orbitals
of the bases imposed by the polynucleot1de structures (85, 106,
-.,,.._.,..__...,,......._..________._._.,.__..___._____•__
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Elution profile of nuclear RNA hydrolysate on
Dowex 50W-X4 column.
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146, 252). Hence prior to the determination of the concentration
of the nucleotides, the RNA fractions separated by the ECTEOLA
column were subjected to complete hydrolysis.
Acid and base catalyze the hydrolysis of RNA in the pH range
of 1 to 13 (4, 75).
formed (154).

Above pH 12, only 2'- and 3'-phosphates are

At moderate to high salt concentration, RNA bases

exhibit stacking effects which profoundly influence the rate
and degree of hydrolysis of RNA (124, 1.89).

This effect is

negligible at pH 13 and at an ionic strength of 0.1.

Accordingly 1

ij
,,

the RNA fractions obtained from the ECTEOLA column were hydrolyzed with

0.5 ml. of 0.1 N NaOH.

Different bases, and their nucleosides and nucleotides, have
different characteristic absorption spectra.

At pH 1, reaximal ab-

sorption of 3'-AMP, 3'-UMP, 3'-GMP and 3'-CMP occurs at

257 and 279 nm, respectively (83A).

257~

260,

The proximity of the wave-

lengths at which maximal absorbance occurs creates serious spectral anomalies due to the overlapping of the absorption bands

(65~

Hence it is well nigh impossible to resolve the spectral data of
a. mixture of nuc~.eotides into its individual components (115).

To measure the base composition of the RNA fractions, indivi·
dual nucleotides were separated by the Dowex 50W-X4 column as
described above.

The identity of each nucleotide was verified

by its absorption spectrum of

0.05 N HCl.

The amount of each

nucleotide isolated was calculated from the absorbance at the

·-
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1'-fuax:.

in 0.05 N HCl.

The UMP nucleotides obtained from the

nuclear RNA fractions were savea. for the determination of radioact1 vi tY after the absorbanoe was measured.
The measurement of GMP and UMP were made directly from the
respective standard curves of absorbance vs. nucleotide concentractions (Fig. 24 and 25 in appendix).

The absorption spectrum

of pure AMP overlaps that of CMP considerably.

Hence in a

mixed spectrum of AMP and CMP, the total optical densities at

257 and 279

run cannot be taken as the optical densities of pure

AMP and CMP, respectively.

As indicated before, these two

nucleotides were eluted together from the Dowex 50W-X4 column.
However, in this case, the maximal absorption wavelengths of the
two nucleotides are sufficiently far apart that
. the respective
maximal absorbances can be resolved by the following simultaneous
equations a

•
A257=A257,AMP+ A257, CMP
A279=A279,AMP+ A279,CMP

where aA
= Total absorbance of mixture at 257 nm
257
A
,AMP= Absorbance at AMP in mixture at 257
257
A
,CMP= Absorbance of CMP in mixture at 257
257
A
= 'fotal absorban.ce of mixture at 279 nm
279
A
,AMP= Absorbance of AMP in mixture at 279
279
A
, CMP= Absorbance~ of c:Mp,··in'tmi:ttur.e. at 279
279

run
run

nm
run

Solving the two simultaneous equations, we get
2.32(A
A257,AMP

257

)

=--------2.08

A279,CMP

= A279

-

o. 2 JB(A257,AMP)

From the calculated absorbances, the corresponding concentrations
of AMP and CMP can be determined from the respective standard
curves of absorbance vs. nucleotide concentrations (Fig. 26 and
27, in appendix). -_
DNA Determinationa
To compare the level of RNA in wound tissues at different
stages of regeneration, it is necessary to compute the specific
yield of RNA in terms of some stable frame of reference.

This

problem was approached by studying the DNA content of the wound
tissue, which is fairly constant per cell and is directly
proportional to the number of cells in the tissue.
The DNA content of the wound tissue was determined by the
diphenylamine method (75, 154).

It was found that the DNA

content of the isolated nuclei was not affected by the extraction
of the RNA with phenol.

An aliquot of the isolated nuclei, as

described above, was suspended in

5.0 ml. of 2% citric acid.

Another aliquot of isolated nuclei was used for the extraction
of RNA with phenol (7 Extractions).

The DNA in the residual
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phenol was precipitated in 50 ml. of anhydrous ether.

After

centrifugation, the precipitate was washed twice with JO ml. of
ether and dried.

The DNA content of both the nuclei suspension

and the ether precipitate was assessed as described in the
next paragraph.
To a weighed aliquot of ether precipitate was added 5.0 ml.
of 2% citric acid and 2.0 ml. of 20% trichloroacetic acid.

The

suspension were then placed in a water bath at 90°c for 30
minutes, with occasional stirring.

This treatment hydrolyzed

the nucleic acids to their nucleotides and precipitated the
proteins.

The hydrolysates were then centrifuged at 2,500 rpm

for JO minutes.

The supernatant was pipetted off.

Into a set

of test tubes were added 2.0 ml. of water and 2.0 ml. of the
supernatants, respectively.

4.o

ml. of diphenylamine reagent

consisting of 1.0 gm. of diphenylamine dissolved in 100.0 ml.
of glacial acetic acid and 1.75 ml. of concentrated sulfuric
acid was then added to each of the tubes.

The tubes were next

placed in a boiling water bath for 10 minutes with occasional
stirring.

A blue color was detected in the sample containing

DNA nucleotides.

Diphenylamine is specific for the deoxyribose

.

moiety of the nucleotides; the presence of any RNA nucleotides
is of no concern.

After cooling, the absorbance of the samples

were determined at 600 nm in a Beckman DU spectrophotometer,
using the water sample as the blank.

.The concentration of DNA
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of the solution was then evaluated from a previously prepared
standard curve of absorbance vs. known DNA concentrations
(Fig• 3).

From the weight of the tissue sample, the specific

yield of DNA ( mge DNA/ unit tissue weight) was assessed.
specific yields of RNA of wound tissue at different stages of
regeneration was computed as unit RNA per unit weight of DNA.
Data in Table III indicates that there is no loss of DNA
during the extraction with phenol.

The DNA content of the

wound tissue nuclei was therefore measured after the extraction
of RNA by phenol •

__

TABLE III
EFFECT OF PHENOL EXTRAC rION ON DNA CONCENTRATION
1

IN LIVER NUCLEI AS DETERMINED BY DIPHENYLAMINE METHOD

Treatment

DNA Recovered from

of Nuclei

Suspension of Nuclei
(mg./3.0 ml. Aliquot)*

untreated

76.4

phenol extracted

76.4

-.../

*Average of data obtained from analysis of three groups of
tissue.

-
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IJ.qutsl Scintillation Counting of UMP:
The UMP nucleotide in 1.0 ml.of 0,05 N HCl from the base
composition determination step was added to 10 ml. of counting
fluor containing 5 gms. of PPO and 100 gms. of naphthalene per
liter of solution in dioxane,
in a low potassium vial.

The counting sample was contained

After JO minutes of dark adaptation,

the samples were counted in a Beckman LS-250 liquid scintillation
counter equipped with automatic quench correction and with a
tritium Iso-set.

Since the amount of nucleotide and hence, the

activity, dealt with in this case was rather low, each sample
was counted for 50.0 minutes, and at a counting error of

J%,

After subtracting background activity, the specific activity of
each sample was computed in terms of counts per minute per
p~

UMP.

Specific activities of each fraction were then plotted

against time in minutes after the subcutaneous injection of
5-3H-Uridine,
Each RNA fraction was then studied on the basis of its
G+C/A+U ratio and its rate of turnover.

For identification of

possible matching fractions, seemingly similar curves were
.superimposed on each other and studied in conjunction with their
G+C/A+U ratios.

--

BIBONUCLEASE IN REGENERATING WOUND TISSUE
To study the level of ribonuclease activity in regenerating

wound tissue, and hence its effect on RNA metabolism during
tissue regeneration, adult virgin female Sprague-Dawley rats
were wounded and kept on protein-free diet as described earlier.

on

the 5th, 8th and 12th days after wounding, the regenerated

wound tissue from groups of 10 rats each were harvested,

immed~

1ately frozen in dry-ice, and kept under air-tight condition as
mentioned in the RNA metabolism experiment.
Extraction of Ribonucleasea
Pooled frozen wound tissue (about 6 grams) from 3 to
were weighed, and then minced with a

pai~

of scissors.

5

rats

The

tissue sample was then transferred into a 16x150 mm glass
homogenizer and 6 ml. of cold 0.2 li Tris buffer at pH 7.8 (the
optimal pH of ribonuclease) was added.

With the pestle of the

homogenizer attached to a drill press, the wound tissue sample
was homogenized for 18 minutes.

The prolonged period of homo-

genization was necessary in order to bring about the breakage
of the cells and the cell nuclei.

The tissue homogenate was

.then centrifuged at 1,500 g for 45 minutes, in a refrigerated
centrifuge.

The supernatant containing the ribonuclease was

carefully decanted into a 10 ml. graduated cylinder.
Volume of the enzyme supernatant was recorded.
operation was carried out at about 4°c~

Total

The whole

The amount of DNA in

the sediment at the bottom of the centrifuge tube was determined
colorimetrically by the procedure and reaction with diphenylamine
as described above.
Assay of Ribonuclease Activitya
To compare the level of activity of ribonuclease in the
regenerating wound tissue samples, care should be taken to
ensure that the amount of enzyme in the aliquot of supernatant
used for the assay is the only limiting factor involved.

In our

study, 0.10, 0.20 and 0.30 ml •. aliquots of the supernatant
obtained from homogenized regenerating wound tissue were taken
for the assay.

A 1% yeast RNA in 0.2 M Tris buffer at pH 7.8

was used as the substrate (25.3, 254,

255). About 1.0

gm. of

Torula Yeast RNA (Grade VI, Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis,
Missouri) was weighed, and then dissolved in 2.0 ml. of 1.0
Tris solution.
of 7.8.

!1

The pH of the solution was adjusted to a value

Sufficient deionized water was then added to bring

the total volume to 10.0 ml.

Only substrates freshly prepared

just prior to the assay were used.
Assay of Active And Bound Ribonucleasea
In a final volume of
~-

0.5 ml., the incubation mixture

contained 0.2 ml. of the 1% yeast RNA substrate, 0.2 M Tris
buffer (pH 7.8), and aliquots of the enzyme supernatant (210,

255).

The RNA substrate was added last, and the whole mixture

was incubated at

J7°c.

After incubating for 20 minutes, the
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enzyme reaction was stopped and the undigested RNA substrate
was precipitated by the addition of
ethanol.

0.5 ml. of 1 H HCl in 76%

The mixture was thoroughly shaken and allowed to

stand in an ice-bath for 30 minutes.

The digested RNA in the

mixture was separated by centrifugation at

4°c.

1.0 ml. of the

clear supernatant was added to JO ml. of water in a test tube,
mixed well, and the absorbanoe at 260 nm determined.
was run in triplicate.

The assay

For blanks, one assay tube contained

only the substrate and Tris buffer, while another one contained
an aliquot of the enzyme supernatant and Tris buffer but no RNA
substrate.

Optical density of each enzyme assay was subtracted

by the combined absorbance of the two blanks.

The net optical

density was taken as a measure of the relative level of enzyme
in the regenerating wound tissue.

The above procedure measures

the level of active ribonuolease.
To measure the relative level of total {ie. active +
latent} ribonuclease in the wound tissue, we used 0.2 ! Tris
buffer at pH 7.8 containing 0.0025 M lead acetate in the place
of lead-free Tris buffer in the incubation mixture as described
++
_.above (210, 253, 254, 255, 256). The Pb
inactivates the
ribonuclease-inhibiting-proteins, therefore releasing the bound
ribonuclease.

Total ribonuclease activity in the Pb ++ treated

supernatant was then assayed. as in the case of the active
enzyme (21, 210, 223).

By

subtracting the level of active

enzyme from that of the total enzyme activity, the level of
bound ribonuclease in the tissue was obtained.

The above

experiment was repeated three times with different groups of
pooled wound tissue.

1
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QPA DEPENDENT RNA POL YMERAS °E!

I,

To study the effect of DNA dependent RNA polymerase on RNA
metabolism during tissue regeneration, an attempt was made to
measure the

~evel

of RNA polymerase in regenerating wound tissue.

Adult virgtn female Sprague-Dawley rats were wounded and maintained on a protein-free diet as described above in the RNA
metabolism experiment.

On the 5th, 8th and 12th days after

wounding, the regenerating wound tissue in groups of 20 rats
each, was harvested and stored as described above.

Here again,

as in all the studies reported in this dissertation, all the
rats were wounded, and the tissue samples were harvested, at
about the same time of the day to minimize and standardize any
variation due to diurnal rhythm.
Pooled frozen wound tissue from 7 rats were weighed.

The

nuclei were then isolated from the tissue samples by the processes of pulverization, homogenization and sucrose gradient
centrifugation as described above.

About 6 ml. of 0.05 M Tris

buffer at pH 7.9 (optimum pH of DNA dependent RNA polymerase)
was added to the isolated nuclei.

The suspension was then

, homogenized for 2-3 minutes in order to rupture the nuclei in
it.

The amount of RNA polymerase in aliquots of this chromatin

suspension was assayed as described below (131, 137).

In

another aliquot of the chromatin suspension, the amount of DNA
in it was determined by the diphenylamine reaction method as

III''
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described in detail previously.
Template activity of DNA had been shown to vary with time,
for instance, in the regenerating liver (8, 43, 253),

Different

areas of the DNA are exposed for transcription, depending on the
metabolic needs of the organism at various moments (38, 81, 236),
Hence, the base composition of the RNA synthesized, as dictated
by the area of the DNA exposed for transcription, may also vary,
for instance, at different stages of tissue regeneration (19, 24,
In our assay of the level of RNA polymerase in

42, 11-1-4, 161).

regenerating wound _tissue, we therefore use pooled and stripped
DNA as template.

This also ensured that there were more gene

sites than there was RNA polymerase

ava_l~able

in the assay; hence

the level of RNA polymerase was the only limiting factor involved.
To prepare the stripped DNA template, pooled liver from

5-6 rats was homogenized in 0.25 M sucrose solution, buffered
at pH 7.9, and the nuclei were separated by centrifugation as
described before.

The isolated nuclei were then suspended in

20 volumes of 0.20 N HCl with gentle stirring, at 10°c.

After

2 hours, the suspension was centrifuged at 700 g for 45 minutes.
The supernatant was then discarded.

The precipitate obtained

was washed once with 0.05 M Tris buffer, pH 7,9, and recentrifuged (9, 246).

The resultant precipitate which contained the

stripped DNA was then suspended in 5 volumes of the same 'rris
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buffer.

Aliquots of this stripped DNA preparation were used

as template for the assay of RNA polymerase,
Assay of RNA Polymerage:
To assay the level of RNA polymerase in regenerating wound
tissue the reaction mixture contained 0,2 ml, of the substrate,
an aliquot of the chromatin suspension ( 0.10 ml., 0,20 ml.,
and a.JO ml, respectively), 0,5 ml. of the stripped DNA temple.te
suspension and sufficient amount of 0,05 M Tris buffer at pH 7,9
to bring the final volume of the mixture to 1.0 ml, (1J1, 1J7).
Each 0.2 ml, of the substrate contained 5,0 p.f·1 MgC1 2 , 1.0 µM
MnC1 , 12 )lM 2-Mercaptoethanol (Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis,
2
Missouri), 0.2 pM each of GTP, CTP and A~P (Sigma Chemical Co.),
and 4 µCi (in 0.24 p.!:.i) of 5-3H-UTP (Schwarz BioResearch, Orangeburg, New York), in 0.05 M Tris buffer at pH 7,9 (14, 232).
each case, the substrate was added last,

In

The reaction mixture

was then incubated at J7° for 10.0 minutes,

Following that,

the reaction was stopped and the transcribed RNA precipitated by
the addition of 1.0 ml, of 1.0 N HCl in 76% ethanol (34, 40, 109,
24J),

After chilling in an.ice-bath for JO minutes, it was

centrifuged at 1,500 g for 45 minutes,

.

The precipitate obtained

was washed twice with 2.0 ml. of the same ice-chilled acid
ethanol, and re-centrifuged.

The resultant precipitate was

dried and put in a liquid scintillation vial,

Twelve ml, of

a liquid scintillation fluor containing 6 gm, of PPO in 1. 0 1.

-----_.v;-.., .
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of toluene and 200 ml. of Bio-Solv (BBS

co ••

J, Beckman Instrument

Lincolnwood, Illinois) was then added.

The samples were

counted in a Beckman LS-250 liquid scintillation counter.
specific activity of eaeh sample was taken as a relative
measure of the amount of RNA polymerase.

--

The

11,1
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g_rsTONFB AND GENE DEREPRESSION

To study the mechanism of gene derepression involved in
r.egenerating wound tissue,· the rats were wounded as described
previously.

On the, 5th, 8th and 12th days after wounding, the

wounded animals, in groups of 12 rats each, were injected subcutaneously with 1,0 ml. of solution containing 50 pCi of
L-(methyl- 3H)-Methionine and 1.25 mCi of 32 Po 4- (Schwarz Bio-

=

Research, Orangeburg, New York), per rat,

After 60 minutes,

the regenerated tissue was harvested and stored as described
before.

In an identical batch of wounded rats and on the same

days as above, each of 12 rats per group was injected subcutaneously with 1.0 ml. of solution contatning 1.25 mCi of
0

c3HJ-~-O- (Amersham-Searle BioResearch Arlington Heights
I

I

Ill.).

After 120 minutes, the regenerated tissue was harvested and
stored as before.

Each group of tissue was then processed in the

same manner as described below,

Owing to the short half-life

of phosphorus-J2, the tissue samples containing radioactive
phosphate were processed immediately after harvesting.
Extraction of Histones:
Nuclei were isolated from pooled frozen tissue (6 rats) by
homogenization and sucrose gradient centrifugation as described
in the RNA metabolism experiment.

To extract the lysine-rich

histones in the nuclei, the isolated nuclei were suspended in
20 volumes of 0.1 M citric acid for

45

minutes, in the cold, wit

-----------------·------.-------------------------·------------------._.____________
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gentle stirring, as described by Allfrey et al. (9).

The whole

suspension was then centrifuged at 600 g for 45 minutes.
The lysine-rich histones extracted in the supernatant was carefully siphoned off and precipitated with 10 volumes of acetone
(18, 2, 36, 246).

The nuclear residue was then suspended in 20 volumes of

o.2
I~

N HCl for 60 minutes, in the cold, with gentle stirring.
was then centrifuged at 600 g.

The arginine-rich histone in

the supernatant was carefully pipetted off and precipitated with
10 volumes of acetone (8, 246).

The amount of DNA in the

nuclear residue was then determined by reaction with diphenyle.mine as described above ( 279A; 282, 28 3).
After standing in the cold room over-night, the histone
precipitates were centrifuged down at 1,500 g.

About 3 ml. of

deionized water was added to each histone precipitate, followed
by freeze-drying.

/

To separate the histones from any other protein which
might be present in the extract, the histone fractions were
purified by Bio-Gel filtration.

Each histone fraction was

dissolved in 0.05 M Tris buffer, pH 7.2, and then loaded onto a
_

_,,

JO.Ox 1.0 cm. Bio-Gei P 30 (200 to L~OO mesh) column.

The Bio-

Gel P JO has a molecular exclusion of J0,000, which would allow
histones ( M.W.

= 20,000)

proteins like collagen.

to pass through, and exclude larger
The histones. were eluted with

'

:1/
11

-
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o.05

~Tris

buffer, pH 7.2.

The whole elution process was

monitored at 280 nm with a Cary

15 spectrophotometer.

Ea.ch

purified histone fraction was recovered by precipitation with
acetone as described before.
To verify that each fraction actually contained histone, an
aliquot of each purified histone extract was dissolved in water.
A volume of 1. 0 N NH14-0H was then added to each solution.

After

shaking and standing for a few minutes, a precipitate was formed
in each tube, indicating the presence of histone in it.
To assess the specific activity of each_ type of isotope
in the lysine-rich and the arginine-rich histones, each histone
fraction extracted from regenerating wound tissue was dissolved
in 15.0 ml. of counting fluor.

The counting fluor contained

6 gm. of PPO (Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, Missouri) in 1.0 1.
of toluene (279A, 28.3) and 200 ml. of Biosolv (BBSJ, Beckinan,
Lincolnwood, Illinois), per 1,200 ml. solution.

Each sample

was then counted on a Beckman LS-250 liquid scintillation
counter.

.

'
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ChaEter V

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

-

NQCLEAR RNA METABOLISM IN REGENERATING TISSUE
As mentioned earlier, present day concepts of cellular

biology emphasize the role of nucleic acids in directing cellular
activities and functions.

The necessary information for meta-

bolic processes is contained in the nucleotide sequences of DNA.
This information is carried to the sites of protein synthesis
by the complementary RNA.

In an attempt to unravel some of the

molecular mechanisms regulating tissue regeneration, such as the
rate of protein synthesis at different stages of wound healing,
we have conducted a study of the metabolism of nuclear RNA

or

regenerating cutaneous tissue.
Table IV shows the level of RNA extracted from nuclei of
regenerating cutaneous tissue at various times after wounding.
The amount of nuclear RNA in each extract varies as tissue regeneration progresses.

The level of total nuclear RNA per cell

appears to increase rapidly to a maximal level in about 8 days
and then begins to decline, hence parallelling the relative
rates of both cellular protein and collagen synthesis in this
tissue as reported by Williamson tl &s, ( 134, 279A, 282, 283).
Table IV also shows a comparison of the amount of RNA in various
cell compartments.

It can be seen that the changes in RNA

content as tissue regeneration proceeds are due largely to

TABLE IV
DISTRIBUTION OF RNA EXTRACTED FROM NUCLEI IN REGENERATING WOUi\TD TISSUE
'

Days after wounding a

Extract

8

5
No.

pH

:uM RNA
mg.DNA

%

1
2
3-4
5
6-7

7,2
7.2
7.2
8.6
8.6

91.2 .:t 3,9 c
22.5 + 2.7
20.9- + 2.3
7.1 .± 2.0_
9.3 .± 2.1

60
15
14
5
6

Nuclear RNA
Total RNAb
Cytoplasmic RNA

-

151. 0
540
389

gM RNA
mg DNA

190.0 .± 8.5c
46 • 8 .:!:' 5. 6
26.8 .± 2.8
23.2 .:!: 2.5
22.1 .± 1.4
I

JOB.9
720
411

12

%
61

15
9
8
7

J.lM RNA
mg DNA

%'

-

'55

111.8 + 11.4
41'.4 -+ 4.4
25.5 -+ 2.1
13.8 .:!: 1. 5
18.6 .:!: 2•3
211.1
630
419

~ata for each experimental day was obtained from the analysis of 4 pools of 20

samples of regenerating tissue.
bCalculated from data previously neported from this laboratory ( 273-275)
cMean

.±

standard deviation.

19
12
6
9
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changes in the amount of RNA in the nuclei.

It appears from

our data, that the variation in the amount of RNA in the regenerating tissue is primarily due to changes in the amount of RNA

I

11

per cell, rather than due to fluctuations in the relative
number of cells in the tissue as reported by earlier studies

(276).
To find out whether there are qualitative changes in the
nuclear RNA as wound healing progresses, a preliminary indication of the RNA populations was obtained from the absorption
spectra of the various RNA Extracts (Fig. 4).

The spectra of

Extracts 1 (Fig. 4a), representing some 50-60% of the total
nuclear RNA, suggest that most of the RNA moieties are unchanged
during the period of regeneration studied.

The similarity of

the spectra of the first and second neutral pH extracts points
to the possibility that much of the RNA in both may be similare
Again, the spectra of BNA in the second extract (Fig. 4b) are
I

practically unchanged as tissue regeneration progresses.

These

data suggest that during the course of wound tissue formation
most of the RNA in the nuclei remains the same.

A small

.difference in the spectrum of the 12th day 2nd extract, however,
is noticeable from those of the 5th and 8th days (Fig. 4b),
suggesting the presence of an appreciable amount of a different
type of RNA in the 12th day extracte

The spectra of the RNA

in the other extracts (Fig. 4c, 4d, 4e), representing some
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25%of the total, indicate a great change in the base composition
of the RNA population.

The shift of the absorption maxima of

these spectra to longer wavelengths at neutral pH implies the
appearance of RNA with a relatively decreased proportion of
cytidylic and guanylic acid residues as tissue regeneration
proceeds.
To verify these qualitative changes in the RNA population
of the nuclei, each RNA extract was fractionated_ with an anion
exchange ECTEOLA cellulose column.

Nucleotide analysis of each

RNA fraction was carried out by mild alkaline hydrolysis,
followed by separation with a Dowex 50W-X4 cation exchange
column.

Table V shows the G+C/A+U ratio of each RNA fraction.

RNA moieties in fraction 1A appear to change as regeneration
progresses, judging from the G+C/A+U ratios (Table V) and the
rates of synthesis and turnover (Fig. 5, 6, 7).

Although the

type of nuclear RNA as discussed earlier varies greatly, the
relative abundance of this RNA fraction remains fairly constant
(Table VI).
types.

All the RNA, however, remain as the low G+C/A+U

The RNA molecules iri fraction lB change in terms of

G+C/A+U ratio (Table V), the rates of synthesis and turnover
_,,

'

(Fig, 5, 6, ?), and the amount and percentage of RNA (Table VI).
Fractions lC and 1D are composed mainly of high G+C/A+U types
of RNA, and appear to be present throughout the experimental
period (Table V and Fig. 5, 6, 7).

The content and relative
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TABLE V
BASE RATIO CHARACTERISTICS OF NUCLEAR RNA FRACTIONS OF
REGENERATING CUTANEOUS TISSUE
G+C/A+U

Sample

#

Days after wounding

5

8

12

1 A
1 B
1 c
1 D

0.13
0.99
1.33
1.55

0.34
0.89
1. 38
1. 73

o.4o
1.12
1.50
1. 67

2 A

0.20
0.76
1.35
1.59

0.24
0.71
1.27
1. 35.

o.4o
0.74
1.10
0.83

0.27
0.33
1. 06
1.68

0.31
0.36
1.17

0.35

o.41
o.48
o.49
o.42

0.18
0.36
1. ori- .
1.26

0.31
0.34
0.58
0.37

0.21
o.42
0.83
0.25

0.19
o.68
1.31
1.41

0.26
o.4o
0.67
0.29

0.27
o.43
0.36
0.37

2 B

2 c
2 D
3-4
3-4
3-4
3-4

A
B
c
D

5

A

5 B
5 c

5D
6-7
6-7
6-7
6-7

·--"

*

*

A
B
c
D

-

Data for each experimental d8.'' 'iras obtained from the analysis
of 4 pools of 20 samples of regenerating cntanious tissue.

(
~
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Fig. 5:

The rate of formation and turnover of nuclear RNA
measured in terms of counts per minute per mM UMP
against time after administration of 118

5- 3 H-Uridine.

pc of

The curves represent the fractions of,

Extract 1 eluted from ECTEOLA ·column with LiCl.
Extract 1 is the first extraction by Tris buffer,
pH 7.2, of a phenol suspension of nuclear material
fr~m

the wound tissue whi.ch has regenerated for 5 days •..

Fraction A is obtained by elution with 0.2 M LiCl;
B, with 0.4 M LiCl; C, with 0.6 M LiCl in Tris buffer,
pH 7,2; D, with 1.0 M LiCl in 0.05 M KOH.

Each point

represents the data from the analysis of 4 pools of
20 samples of regenerating tissue.
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TABLE VI
RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OP NUCLEAR RNA FRACTIONS OF

REGENERATING CUTANEOUS TISSUE

% yield

Sample

#

of nucleotide in each RNA fraction*
Days after wounding

8

5

12
2.66
4.88
7.92
37.52

2.94
1.35.
5.89
50.23

2.61
3.59
10.00
46.91

2 D

0.93
0.74
2.55
10.70

1.87
2.32
3.34
7.62

3-4 A
3-4 B
3-4 c
3-4 D

0.67
0.90
i.60
10.64

1.40
1. 71
1.63
2.31

3.1!.J4.05
3.27
3.03

5 A
5 B
5 c
5 D

o.Ln

0.54
0.96
2. 72

2.09
1.13
1. 77
2.51

1. 30
1. 26
1. 72
2.23

6-7 A
6-7 B
. 6-7 c
6-7 D

0.31
0.30
1.22
4.36

1.72
1. 31
1.21
2.96

2.27
2.79
1.94
1.73

1 A
1 B
1 c
1 D

2
2

B

2

c

A

-* Same footnote as

.

in Table V.

-

3.59
3.78
3.98 '
8.25
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proportion of this high G+C/A+U types of RNA vary considerably
(Table VI), signifying perhaps the

~tremendous

differences in

metabolic and cellular activities at different stages of tissue
regeneration.

In agreement with the spectral data, nucleotide

analysis shows tha.t the ma.jori ty of the RNA in Extract 1 remains
unchanged during tissue regeneration.
RNA molecules in Extract 2 remain virtually the same on the

5th and 8th days after wounding, based on the G+C/A+U ratios
(Table V) and the rates of synthesis and turnover of fractions
2A, 2B, 2C and 2D (Fig. 8, 9, 10).

Fractions 2B and 2C remain

essentially unchanged on the 12th day.

A significant amount

of variation in fractions 2A and 2D on the 12th day, however,
is noticeable.

The most metabolically dramatic change occurs

in fraction 2D, which seemingly is replacedby RNA molecules
having a much lower proportion of cytidylic and guanylic acid
residues on the 12th day.

As shown in Table VI, d.espi te the

similarity of most of the RNA fractions in Extract 2, the
relative proportion of each type of RNA changes markedly from
day to day, stressing perhaps the dynamic state of changes in
~

__,

.the metabolic pattern of a regenerating tissue.
the high base ratios (viz. G+C/A+U

= 1.4 ± o.4),

Judging from
and the elution

data, it appears that most of the RNA molecules in fractions
lC, 1D, 2C and 2D are ribosomal RNA (r-RNA), as reported by
Georgiev 9t

~.l·

(82, 112A).

This observation is in agreement
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Fig. 8:

The rate of formation and turnover of nuclear RNA
fractions of Extract 2 of nuclei isolated from wound
tissue which has regenerated for 5 days.
was extracted at pH 7.2.
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The rate of formation and turnover of nuclear RNA
fractions of Extract 2 of nuclel isolated from wound
tissue which has regenerated for 12 days.
was extracted at pH 7.2.
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with the sedimentation centrifugation data of similar RNA·
fractions from regenerating granulomas of sponge inplant (4).
The RNA molecules in Extract 3-4 change radically during
the experimental period ( Tables V and VI, and Fig. 11, 12, 13).
Fractions 3-4A and 3-4B are composed
of RNA, presumably DNA-like RNA.

mainl~

of low G+C/A+U types

Fraction 3-4 C and 3-4D are

comprised of relatively high G+C/A+U types of RNA at the begining of the experimental period.

However, as regeneration

progresses the RNA populations change dramatically; the base
ratios change from high to relatively low values, presumably as
the result of drastic increase in the proportion of the DNA-like
RNA.

RNA in Extracts 5 and 6-7 appear to .. consist mainly of the

DNA-like RNA with a relatively low G+C/A+U ratio (Table

v).

Despite the seemingly similar low base ratios, these RNA
fractions are not necessarily the same in amount and type, as
indicated by the data in Table VI and Figures 14, 15, 16, 17,
18 and 19.

As in extract 3-4, the most obvious and pervading

picture in extracts 5 and 6-7 is the replacement of the high
G+C/A+U RNA by the low base ratio DNA-like RNA molecules as
pollagen and cellular protein synthesis and deposition commences
in the wound tissue.
Judging from the spectra and the nucleotide analysis data,
nuclear RNA metabolism in the wound tissue seems to entail a
steady increase in the amount and types of DNA-like RNA having
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Fig. 11:

The rate of formation and turnover of nuclear RNA
fractions of Extracts J-4 of nuclei isolated from
wound. tissue which has regenerated for 5 days.
Extracts J-4 were extracted at pH 7.2.
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The rate of formation and turnover of nuclear RNA
fractions of Extracts 3-4 of nuclei isolated from
wound tissue which has regenerated for 12 days.
Extracts 3-4 were extracted at pH 7.2.
in Fig.
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The rate of formation and turnover of nuclear RNA
fractions of Extract 5 of nuclei isolated from wound
tissue which has regenerated for 5 days.
were extracted at pH 8.6.
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The rate of formation and turnover of nuclear RNA
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fractions of Extract 5 of nuclei isolated from wound
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The rate of formation and turnover of nuclear RNA
fractions of Extract 5 of nuclei isolated from wound
tissue whlch has regenerated for 12 days.
were extracted at pH

8.6.
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The rate of formation and turnover of nuclear RNA
fractions of Extracts 6-7 of nuclei isolated from
wound tissue which has regenerated for 5 days.
Extracts 6-7 were extracted at pH 8.6.
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The rate of formation and turnover of nuclear RNA
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The rate of formation and turnover of nuclear RNA
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a low G+C/A+U ratio, as regeneration proceeds,

The greatest

increase in the absolute amount of this low G+C/A+U type(s) of
RNA occurs between 5 and 8 days after wounding (Table VII),
paralleling

the time when the greatest 1ncrease in the rate of

protein synthesis is observed (134, 282, 283}.

The content of

these DNA-like RNA moieties thereafter remains at a.bout the
same level.

The percentage of these low base ratio RNA, however,

increases steadily (Table VII), under-scoring perhaps the
increase in complexity of metabolic activities and greater
degree of specialization of the cells, such as polymerization of
collagen fibers, contraction and involution of the wound tissue,
as the regenerated tissue matures.

The ftbsolute amount of RNA

with a high G+C/A+U ratio (Table VII and Fig. 20) doubles from
the 5th to the 8th day of tissue regeneration; thereafter the
amount of such types of RNA decreases markedly.

As reported by

Williamson et al., (274, 276, 279A), the highest rate of DNA

--

formation and increase in fibroblast population occurred in the
wound tissue at about 4 to 5 days after wounding.

Baldwin and

Rusch (1965) and Gross (1968) have reported that differentiation
._,,

of cell is characterized by an unusually large accumulation of
r-RNA in the nucleus of the cell (15A, 92A),

The high percent-

age of the high G+C/A+U ratio RNA, presumably mostly r-RNA, on
the 5th day after wounding (Table VII and Fig. 21}, therefore,
may indicate that much differentiation of fibroblasts from
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TABLE VII

DISTRIBUTION OF NUCLEAR RNA IN REGENERATING
CUTANEOUS TISSUE

G+C/A+U

OF
RNA

1.0

-

1.4 + 0.3
,

-

% of RNA

p~

Days after wounding

Days after wounding

5

:8

12

.10

31

90

69

RNA/mg. DNA

-

5

8

12

45

15

96

95

55.

136

212

116

-
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mesenchymal cells is still taking place at this stage of tissue
regeneration.

It appears that the level of differentiation

decreases as the regenerated tissue matures,
These quantitative and qualitative changes in the nuclear
RNA probably indicate that the template activity in the cells of
wound tissue varies considerably during the course of regeneration.

It remains to be seen whether the quantitative variations

in nuclear RNA, may possibly be due to the presence of different
levels of RNA polymerase or ribonuclease, or both.

The appear-

ance of different types of nuclear RNA during tissue regeneration probably ls the result of derepression, followed by
transcription, of new and different genomes on DNA, possibly by
the same mechanisms as found in liver regeneration (8, 18, 236,
246).

The data also seem to suggest the.t a direct relation

exi.sts between the amount of nuclear RNA and the rate of protein
synthesis observed in regenerating cutaneous tissue,

l
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RIBONUCLEASE IN REGENERATING WOUND TISSUE
To better understand the changes which occur in the nuclear
RNA during tissue regeneration, the effect of ribonuclease on
RNA metabolism was studied.

The level of active ribonuclease

per cell in the wound tissue varies as tissue regeneration
progresses (Table VIII and Fig. 22).

The level of active RNase

was highest on the 5th day after wounding.

Following that, it

decreased sharply until about the 8th day, when it reached its
lowest point during the period studied.

From the 8th to the

12th day, the level of active RNase increased gradually.

The

amount of active RNase on the 12th day was about 85% of that
on the 5th day.

These variations in the_level of the active

ribonuclease were almost inversely proportional to the level of
RNA in the nuclei of cells in regenerating wound tissue discussed under the previous heading.

It therefore appears that

changes in the level of nuclear RNA in regenerating wound tissue
may be controlled, at least partly, by varying the amount of
active ribonuclease per cell; viz. decreasing the level of the
active enzyme to effect a rise in the amount of RNA, and vice
versa,

Results of these studies seem to imply that the level

of active RNase plays a significant and effective part in
regulating the level of nuclear RNA in a cell.
The amount of total (active + bound) ribonuclease per cell
in the wound tissue also varies as tissue regeneration progresse
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TABLE VITI
RELATIVE LEVEL OF RIBONUCLEASE PER
CELL IN REGENERATING WOUND TISSUE*

-

Relative level of enzyme per cell
(A o.D.

RNase

I

260 nm/mg DNA/min.)

Days after wounding

5

12

- . - ···.

Total
(Active +

8

0,471 + 0.072**

o.436.± 0.014

-

0.276 .± 0.034

o.439 + 0.009

-

0.158 + 0.003

0.344 + 0.003

0.032

0.118

0.092

Bound)

--

--

t

Active

Bound

*Data is obtained from 3 groups of 3 rats each.
**Mean + standard

deviation~
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(Table VIII and Fig. 22).

The amount was greatest on the 5th

day and decreased until about the 8th day.

Following that, it

1ncreased appreciably, with the level on the 12th day slightly
iower than that on the 5th day (Fig. 22).

These changes in the

level of total RNase during tissue regeneration roughly paralleled

that of active RNase.

This seems to infer that a

decrease in active RNase was brought about partly by a decrease
in the amount of total RNase, perhaps due to a decrease in
synthesis of RNase by the cell, and vice versa.
As ·shown by

_th~

data in Table IX, the percentage of RNase

molecules bound to RNase-inhibiting-protein in a cell increased
drastically from the 5th until about the 8th day after wounding.
Thereafter, it decreased to a slightly lower level.

This

raised the question whether this was due solely to the decrease
in the total amount of ribonuclease synthesized, without there
taking place at the same time any change in the amount of RNaseinhibiting-protein in the cell, hence giving the appearance of
an increase in the proportion of bound RNase.

Results of the

study on the level of bound RNase per cell (Table VIII) indicated
that such was not the case.

As shown by the data, in conjunction

to the over-all decre~se in the total amount of RNase molecules
synthesized, there was a four-fold increase in the level of
RNase-inhibiting-protein from the 5th to the 8th day, followed
by a slight decrease thereafter.

These studies indicate that
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TABLE IX

I

DISTRIBUTION OF RIBONUCLEASE IN

I

REGENERATING WOUND TISSUE

%of
RNase

I

Days after wounding

-- - Total

total RNase

5

8

12

100

100

100
- -

-

~-

Ac.ti ve

Bound

93

57

7

43

79

J

21

,,
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8

decrease in the level of active RNase in a cell is brought

about by a decreased synthesis of RNase enzyme and also by
increasing the level of RNase-inhibiting-protein which further
reduces the level of the active enzyme; an increase in active
RNe.se by an increased synthesis of RNase enzyme and a decreased
level of RNase-inhibiting-protein.

It seems therefore that

the regulation of the level of RNase activity in the cell
involves a dual control mechanism; i,e. the genetic level which
regulates the amount of the enzyme synthesized, and the localized
RNase-inhibitor system, perhaps with the former acting as a

I

coarse control and the latter as a fine control as is the case
for several other enzymes (247A).

It

rem~ins

to be seen

whether such a control mechanism for ribonuclease is an universal
one in all living organisms,
To find out what type of ribonuclease was involved in
regulating the amount of nuclear RNA in regenerating wound
tissue, aliquots of the supernatant from wound tissue harvested
at different stages of regeneration were heated in boiling
water-bath for five minutes, followed by assay for RNase
.activity.

We found that the enzyme activity was totally

abolished by the heat treatment,

This eliminates the possibili-

ty of pancreatic RNase being the one involved, since, as mentioned in the introduction, pancreatic RNase is heat stable (21),
In our study of RNase activity, the assays were carried out at

107
pH 7.8, the optimum pH of alkaline RNase.
1s inactive.

At pH 7.8, acid RNase

Furthermore, acid RNase ts not inhibited by RNase-

tnh1biting-prote1n.

The RNase tn the regenerating wound tissue,

as demonstrated by the assays, was readily inhibited by RNaseinhtbit1ng-prote1n.

This inhibition could be removed by

reaction with Pb ++ •

Thus it appears that the intracellular

alkal1.ne rt bonuclease was the main type of RNase tnvol ved in the
over-all metabolism of nuclear RNA in regenerating wound tissue.
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DNA DEPENDENT RNA POLYMERASE IN REGENERATING WOUND TISSUE
DNA dependent RNA polymerase [Nucleosidetriphosphatea RNA
nucleotidyl transferase (DNA dependent ; EC 2.7.7.6] is the
enzyme required for the synthesis of all types of cellular RNA

I

1n higher organisms, using DNA as the template.

In an attempt

to unravel some of the factors which may be involved in regulating the metabolism of nuclear RNA during tissue

regeneration~

we therefore have studied the level of the enzyme in the
regenerating wound tissue, using a modified procedure of Bannai

i l &· (19, 24J) •. Since different regions of the DNA are exposed
for transcription at different stages of tissue regeneration,
resulting in RNA molecules having different base compositions
as shown by our data discussed earlier, in our assay of the
level of RNA polymerase, a modification was made whereby aliquots
of the same, pooled, stripped rat liver DNA was used as template.
As shown by the data in Figure 23, the level of DNA dependent
RNA polymerase in the nuclei of cells changes at different
stages of tissue regeneration.

Of the three stages observed,

the relative level of the en.zyme per nucleus is lowest on the
5th day after wounding (about 46% of that on the 8th day).
Following that it rises rapidly and reaches a maximal level on
the 8th day.

Thereafter, it decreases gradually.

The level of

the enzyme on the 12th day is about 60% of that on the 8th day.
This variation in the level of DNA dependent RNA ,polymerase

0
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Relative level of DNA-dependent RNA polymerase in
nuclei of regenerating cutaneous tissue.
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corresponds well with the changes in the relative amount of
nuclear RNA per cell and the rate of protein synthesis observed
1n the wound tissue at different stages of regeneration.

It

appears,therefore,that the amount of nuclear and total RNA per
cell, and subsequently the protein synthesizing activity, in
regenerating cutaneous tissue is, in part, directly related to
and may even be regulated by the level of DNA dependent RNA
polymerase in the cell of the wound tissue, instead of a total
reliance upon the availability of gene sites for transcription.
It remains to be clarified whether an increase in DNA dependent
RNA polymerase and an increased number of transcription sites
on DNA is a simultaneous happenstance,
of one triggers the other.

1
j
I

/

o~that

the occurrence

11i
HISTONES AND GENE REGULATION IN REGENERATING WOUND TISSUE
As stated earlier in the research proposal, present-day
concepts of cellular biology emphasize the role of nucleic
acids in directing cellular activities and functions.

The

necessary information for these cellular processes is contained
in the nucleotide sequences of DNA.

Thus it appears that the

regulatory mechanism of tissue regeneration involves primarily
the expression of the appropriate genomes; all the other
metabolic processes are merely passive occurrences of the
programmed cycle.

As a follow-up of our study of the bio-

chemistry of tissue regeneration, we have therefore conducted
a

'

1

I

study of the mechanisms which may be involved in the·

expression of the genomes in regenerating cutaneous tissue; viz.
the histones and gene derepression.
As shown by the data in Table X, the relative proportion
(i.e. the per cent yield) of the lysine-rich to arginine rich
histones changes as tissue regeneration progresses.

The

specific yield of the arginine-rich histones (i.e. mg. histone/
mg. DNA), however, does not·vary appreciably from the 8th to
the 12th day.

By

contrast, a much greater degree of variation

is observed in the lysine-rich histones during the same
experimental periods.

This is probably due to the very-lysine-

rich histones of the lysine-rich histone fraction whose proportions had been reported to vary great.ly in developing tissues

F_·_ _ _ _
·--_·-·-=---~
TABLE X

DISTRIBUTION OF HISTONE IN REGENERATING WOUND TISSUE

Days after

.

% yield

mg H1stone/mg DNA

or Total

wounding
Lysine-rich

Arginine-rich

Total

Lysine-rich

Arg1n1ne-l'ich

5

3.755

o.431

4.186

89.9

10.2

8

1.522

0.224

1. 746

87.2

12.8

12

1.206

o_,-242

1 .. 448

83.3

16.7

-

----

-
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(72, 104, 236).

It appears from these observations, that.the

metabolism of the histones in regenerating cutaneous tissue
does not differ to any appreciable extent from that in the
regenerating liver.
Table X also shows that the relative content (i.e.
mg histone/mg DNA) of the histones on the 5th day after wounding
is about twice as much as those on the 8th and 12th days.
The per cent yields of the lysine- and arginine-rich histones
in the cell on the 5th day, however, remain within the range
of those observed.or>. the other days.

This finding of an

elevated relative content of both lysine- and arginine-rich
histones per cell occurred at a time when the highest rate of
DNA formation and increase in fibroblast population were
observed (95, 276); viz~ during a time of high mitotic activity.
The data therefore seem to suggest that during cell replication,
the synthesis and accumulation of histones precedes the synthesis
of DNA.

Such a phenomenon has also been observed in regenerat•

ing liver (58, 236).
As mentioned earlier, it has been reported that gene derepression, in higher organisons, involves the methylation, phosphorylation and/or acetylation of various histones.

As shown in

Table XI, the methylation, phosphorylation and acetylation of
both the lysine- and arginine-rich histones can be readily
detected in regenerating cutaneous tissue.

The degree of sub-

_.a.__..___ ,...,,----~---------·-··-·--

p:111. .

TABLE XI

RELATIVE DEGREE OF SUBSTITUTION OF HISTONES IN REGENERATING
CUTANEOUS TISSUE

Days after

CPM/mg. Hi stone

wounding
Lysine-rich Histone

.

Arginine-rich Histone
~

Q

c3H +
3
labelled

32P0:
4
labelled

n C3H -c-O
3
labelled

c3H +
3
labelled

32p0E
4
labelled

II
C3H -c-o
3
labelled

5

2419

698

45

220

406

32

8

1236

1683

13

152

577

95

12

445

2097

29

124

388

67

'·

stitution by each chemical group, however, varies at different
stages of tissue regeneration, and also from histone to histone.
In contrast to regenerating liver where only the argininerich histones were methylated, we found that in regenerating
cutaneous tissue, both the lysine- and arginine-rich histones
were methylated (Table XI).

I
I

The specific activity of the

lysine-rich histones in all cases were actually much greater
than that of the arginine-rich histones.

The extent of methyla-

tion of both the lysine- and arginine-rich histones were
highest on the 5th day after wounding, and decreased sharply
thereafter.

Tidwell

~

!l• have reported that the methylation

of lysine- and arginine-rich histones is
differentiation (236, 246).

~

~ssociated.

with cell

pointed out earlier in the

discussion of nuclear RNA metabolism, it appears that much
differentiation of fibroblasts from mesenchymal cells is still
taking place in the wound tissue on the 5th day after wounding.
The level of differentiation decreases as the regenerated
tissue matures.

It therefore appears that the methylation of

the histones in the regenerating cutaneous tissue may be related
to cell differentiation activities, as in the case of the
regenerating liver.

I

As shown in Table XI, both the lysine- and arginine-rich
histones are phosphorylated during tissue regeneration.

The

extent of phosphorylation of the lysine-rich histones increases
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as the regenerated tissue matures. Phosphorylation of the
lysine-rich histones has been reported to be inversely related
to the degree of mitotic activity of the tissue (98, 163, 236).
Williamson et al. (274, 276), had reported that the mitotic
activity in the regenerating cutaneous tissue was highest on
the 5th day after wounding, 'and decreased markedly thereafter.
These observations seem to suggest that the phosphorylation of
lysine-rich histones in regenerating cutaneous tissue, may also
be reli:ited to the regulation of the mi to tic acti vi ti es of the
cell, as in the case of the regenerating liver.
The arginine-rich histones have been reported to pref er
regions of DNA rich in G and C residues_ ~114, 236).

The extent

of phosphorylation of the arginine-rich histones during
cutaneous tissue regeneration (Table XI) appears to coincide
with the changes in the relative level of the high G+C/A+U
ratio RNA in the nuclei of cells o·f wound tissue at different
stages of regeneration (Figure 20).

However, since similar

observation has not been reported in the literature, it is
unclear at the moment whether any correlation can be drawn
between the two.
-~·

.

Acetylation of the arginine-rich histones has been reported
to increase RNA synthesis in the regenerating liver (236).
The relative degree of acetylation of this fraction of histones
in the regenerating cutaneous tissue (Table XI) seems to

parallel the relative amount of r-RNA and total nuclear RNA
per cell.

Acetylation of the lysine-rich histones, as shown in

Tabite XI, can be readily detected in the regenerating cutaneous
tissue.

At this juncture, there appears to be no discernable

relation between the acetylation of the lysine-rich histones
and the mitotic activity of cells in regenerating cutaneous
tissue.

However, the extent of acetylation of the lysine-rich

histones appears to parallel the relative level of total
ribonuclease in the cell (Figure 22) during tissue regeneration.
-----------.

/
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Chapj:er VI
SUMMARY AND

CONCLUSIONS

Regenerating wound tissues were harvested from adult female
rats after the subcutaneous administration of 5-3H-Uridine, on
the 5th, 8th and 12th day after wounding,

The tissue samples

were homogenized and the nuclei were isolated by sucrose
gradient centrifugation,

RNA was extracted from the lysed

nuclei suspended in aqueous phenol by successive volumes of
neutral and alkaline Tris buffer.

The RNA in each extract was

precipitated with.ethanol, and then fractionated on a ECTEOLA
cellulose column by stepwise gradient elution with LiCl
solution.

The absorption spectrum of each RNA fraction at

pH 7.2 in the UV region was recorded.
After mild alkaline hydrolysis, the bases in each nuclear
RNA fraction were separated on a Dowex 50W-X4 column.
Concentration of each nucleotide, ·and subsequently the G+C/A+U
ratio of each RNA fraction, were calculated from the spectrephotometric data.
After spectrophotometrfc determi.nation, the activity of
UMP was assessed by liquid scintillation counting.

.

The rate

of turnover of each nuclear RNA fraction was obtained by
plotting specific activity of UMP against minutes after injectio
of __ 5-3H-Uridine.
The amount of DNA in each tissue. ·sample was determined by

l
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reaction with diphenylamine.
To measure the level of RNase during tissue regeneration,
the tissue samples were homogenized in Tris buffer at pH 7.8.
After centrifugation, the level of active RNase in the sample
was measured by
RNA at 37°c.

incubatin~

aliquots of the supernatant with

Undigested RNA was removed by ethanol precipita-

tion, and the optical density of the soluble fraction was
determined.

The level of total RNase, (i.e. both the active

and bound RNase), was determined by treating aliquots of the
supernatant with lead acetate, and then assaying them for
RNase activity as in the case of the active RNase.
The relative level of DNA-dependent -RNA polymerase in
the

re~enerating

cutaneous tissue was measured using a modified

procedure of Teng et al.

I
t
\II

The regenerating tissue samples

were homogenized and the nuclei were isolated.

Aliquots of

the ruptured nuclei suspension was incubated with stripped
rat liver DNA template and a volume of the substrate, with

5~3H-UTP as the tracer.

Unincorporated trinucleotides were

then removed by ethanol precipitation, and centrifugation.

The

·radioactivity or the incorporated nucleotides in each RNA
sample was then determined by liquid scintillation counting.
~

The specif'i."c activity of each sample was taken as a relative

\J

measure of the amount of DNA-dependent RNA polymerase present

I

in the t)ssue.

rr-------·-----,
'
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In the third phase of this study, an attempt was made to
study the mechanisms of gene-derepression involved during
tissue regeneration.
Regenerating wound tissues were harvested from groups of
rats on the 5th, 8th and 12th day after wounding, following the
iii
administration of L-(methyl-3H)-Methionine and 3 2 Po . In an

4

identical batch of wounded rats, the tissue samples were
similarly harvested following the subcutaneous injection of
~ C3H -c-O •

3

Lysine-rich

hi~tones

and arginine-rich histones were then

isolated from the cell nuclei of these regenerated tissues by

I

citric acid and very dilute hydrochloric _acid extraction,
followed by acetone precipitation.

After purification by Bio-

Gel column chromatography, the amount of each histone fraction
was determined.

The radioactivity of each isotope in the

respective histone fractions was then measured by liquid
scintillation counting.
From the results of this study, it was found that the level
of total nuclear RNA per celi, increases rapidly to a maximal
level in about 8 days after wounding, and then begins to
decline.

A comparison of the amount of RNA in various cell

compartments of regenerating cutaneous tissue indicates that the
changes in RNA content as tissue regeneration proceeds are due
mainly to changes in the amount of RNA in the cell nuclei •

.._______________..__________________________

~-------.----,,_..----------,,_,----...a
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Judging from the spectral and the nucleotide analysis data,
nuclear RNA metabolism in the wound tissue seems to entail a
steady increase in the amount and types of DNA-like RNA having
a low G+C/A+U ratio, as regeneration progresses,

The greatest

increase in the absolute amount of this low G+C/A+U types of
RNA occurs between 5 and 8 days after wounding, paralleling
the time when the greatest increase in the rate of protein
synthesis is observed.

The content of these DNA-like RNA

moieties therafter remains at about the same level.

The

percentage of these __ low base ratio RNA in the nuclei, however,
increases steadily, under-scoring perhaps the increase in
complexity of metabolic activities and g!'.eater degree of
specialization of the cells, such as polymerization of collagen
fibers, contraction and involution of the wound tissue, as the
regenerated

tissue~matures.

The absolute amount of nuclear RNA with a high G+C/A+U
ratio increases two-fold from the 5th to the 8th day of tissue
regeneration; thereafter, the amount of such type(s) of RNA
decreases markedly.

As reported by Williamson et al. (274, 276,

279A), the highest rate of DNA formation and increase in
fibroblast population occurred in the wound tissue at about
4 to 5 days after wounding.

Gross et al. (1_5A, 92A), had

reported that differentiation of cell is characterized by an
unusually large accumulation of r-RNA in the nucleus,

The

I.
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large percentage of the high G+C/A+U ratio RNA, presumably

i I

l!
i,'I I

mostly r-RNA, on the 5th day after wounding may therefore
indicate that much differentiation of fibroblasts from mesenchymal cells is still taking place at this stage of tissue
regeneration.

It appears that the level of cell differentiation

decreases as the regenerated tissue matures.

These quantitative

and qualitative changes in the nuclear RNA probably indicate
that the template activity in the cells of wound tissue varies
considerably during the course of regeneration.
The level of DNA-dependent RNA polymerase in the nuclei
of cells changes as tissue regeneration progresses.

The

variations in the level of this enzyme correspond well with
the changes in the relative amount of nuclear RNA per cell, and
the rate of protein synthesis observed, 'in the wound tissue
at different stages of regeneration.

The level of active RNase

per cell during tissue regeneration also varies.

In contrast

to DNA-dependent RNA polymerase, the variations in the level
of active RNase, however, bear an inverse relation to the level
of nuclear RNA in the cells of regenerating wound tissue.

These

results seem to infer that the variations in the level of
nuclear and total RNA per cell, and subsequently the protein
synthesizing activity, in regenerating cutaneous tissue are in
part due to, or are regulated by, the changes in'the levels of
DNA-dependent RNA polymerase and active RNase in the cell.

.

·~
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The type of RNase enzyme involved in the over-all metabolism of RNA in regenerating cutaneous tissue, we found, is
rnaj_nly the intracellular alkaline ribonuclease,

The amount of

.

I

total RNase in the wound tissue follows about the same course
as active RNase,

1_11,

The variations in the amount of RNase

!11

.

:1'

molecules bound to RNase-inhibiting-protein, however, bear an
inverse relation to that of the RNase activity in the cells of
regenerating wound tissue.

The findings seem to lndicate that

in regenerating cutaneous tissue, the level of active RNase in

I,

111

I'

I

I·.'
1'

the cell may be regulated by a dual control mechanism; viz. the

k,·

l

I._:.

11

genetic level which regulates the amount of the enzyme synthe-

l

sized, and the localized RNase-inhibiting-protein system.

II

The

former may act as a coarse control and the latter as a fine
control, as in the case for several other enzymes.
The relative proportion of the lysine-rich to arginine-

:.I

j,,
1.1J
'I

'I'

rich histones in the wound tissue changes as tissue regeneration
progresses.

The extent of methylation, phosphorylation and

acetylation of the histones varies at different stages of tissue
regeneration, and also from histone to histone.

These observa-

tions indicate that the template activity in the cells of
wound tissue varies considerably during the course of regeneration, as was succinctly illustrated by the tremendous qualitative and quantitative changes which occurred in the nuclear RNA.
Despite the large differences between the liver and the

:I

q
I
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regenerating cutaneous tissue, the mechanisms of gene derepression in both tissues appear to be quite similar.

However,

in contrast to regenerating liver where only the arginine-rich
histones were methylated, both the arginine-rich and lysinerich histones were found to be methylated in the regenerating
cutaneous tissue.

The data also suggest the possibility that

during cell replication, the synthesis and accumulation of
histones may precede the synthesis of DNA.

---
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